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The CTesset

INLUCETUA
Cultivating
Every so often it may be permitted-and perhaps
even necessary- to engage in self-examination. In this
case, Cresset self-examination. During the past year, spurred
partly by attempts across the University to identify areas of
uneeded expenditure, we did some of this, albeit in a
desultory and non-scientific way. Appropriate for The
Cresset, actually, this leisurely, speculative, uncertain and
perhaps self-deprecatory examination. And summertime,
for academics, fosters that kind of work. For though some
few people still believe that teachers do not work in the
summer, in fact the summer is a working time. Professor
Cherewatuk's essay in this issue describes that work in one
way, but I will take another route here, still nudging away,
if obliquely, at the question, "What is The Cresset good for?"
Oddly enough, there are documents to describe what
the magazine was meant for in its original manifestation.
One of the summer's tasks was to re-organize the office,
having purchased a computer desk for the first time in the
six years since The Cresset has been produced using a desktop system. As anyone who has bought new office furniture
knows, the tasks that accompany this apparently simple
manuever grow like the weeds that begin in June to threaten the garden at home. And in clearing out files, we found
ourselves engaged in archival decisions: is this junk or history? Not a bad question for the speculative mind.
Files contained letters, and prospectus sheets, and
some pretty grandiose manifestos, some unsigned but all
exhibiting the unmistakeable rhetorical quality of O.P.
Kretzmann, its early editor. Launching journals seems to
have been pretty common in those days, and in the late 30s
and early 40s, The Cresset might perhaps have been better
titled The Clarion, so insistently did it trumpet its role as
defender of the faith, champion of youth, and arbiter of
taste . Editors seemed to have time to write pages of
instructions to writers, and elaborate manuals of office procedures, pages that today provoked the amazed laughter
from the current staff-one three-quarter time editor and a
student aide working about 10 hours per week.
Another summer task in university life consists of the
details of changing staff. 'Turnover," it's called in personnel lingo, and it happens everywhere, of course. But in
universities, one turns over each year the students who
have now graduated. Each year's end means graduation
cards, and wedding presents, recommendation-writing, and
the farewell beer with favorite graduates downtown at
Pastimes (no matter how favorite the student, this editor
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cannot endure jackson's.) This summer's turnover, though,
also included a farewell to Wilbur Hutchins, who completed
forty years as bookkeeper for The Cresset and turned in his
ledgers and his key to the office, punctillious as ever, on the
last day of June. Another farewell dinner, and four file
drawers to assess and re-assign. Another "turnover" to work
through.
For these "turnovers" are work, of course. To shift our
working relationships requires more of us than merely emptying file drawers and clearing out desks. And summer at a
university gives us some time to treat these transitions as the
work they are, to give ourselves the emotional space to
adjust, to make the good-byes, to say the thanks we need to
say before we are overwhelmed with the next set of tasks in
the on-coming work. If, in other systems, these transitions
are hurried over because they are more routine, or because
people have not the time to put into them, such omissions
are not commendable. They are one more marker of the
difference between humane and inhumane work.
Faculty work, insofar as summer gives time and emotional space for different kinds of work, is still largely
humane. And partly because it continues to include time
for transition, and time for reflection. Examining the files.
Is it junk or is it history?
It occurs to me then, that we are coming closer to
answering what The Cresset is good for. Reading The Cresset is
not necessary. It will not tell you how to do something, or
increase your productivity. It probably won't even give you
material for cocktail party conversation, or help you to keep
up on the latest trends. What it will continue to do, however, is to give you time and space for the kind of thinking
that makes life humane. The Cresset may plant some seeds,
but more importantly, it engages in cultivation, creating
space around the roots of your thoughts and beliefs.
Perhaps, occasionally, what you read here may pull up
weeds that have choked your goodwill, or your discernment,
or your intentions. An example of the latter happened for
the editor in confronting some painful accusations in the
three essays that begin this issue, essays on problems of race
and reading.
Part of the function of this magazine also is to keep in
front of us, and to lift up in thanks, the good, the true, and
the beautiful. The university, and especially the Christian
university, may be one of the last best places where this activity can still be engaged, an activity that our colleague Ernest
Simmons reminds us is doxological. In underwriting The
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Cresset, and in sending it so widely throughout the colleges
of the church, VU demonstrates that its commitment to
these things is a matter not only of words, but of budgets.
Our readers, when they write (which is not nearly
often enough to satisfy the curiosity of the editor) tell us
that they have little time for reading anymore. That's so
true that it has prompted one of the changes you will notice
in the coming year. We will now publish just seven issues a
year, each one slightly longer than the previous issues, and
leaving a few more weeks between their arrival on the stack
of things to get to. We will attempt to do somewhat more
to focus attention on a particular subject in each issue, without losing the general and ecclectic quality that results from
our writers' quiddities. We will include more extended
attention to the arts in a religious context, in part because

these matters are of particular importance to VU, and in
part because so few other places do much in that line. We
will be working at some elements of design to improve what
I am sorry to report is called "readability," but you should
not expect pictures and snappy graphics, much less "pull
quotes," to distort your reading by telling you the punch
line before you arrive at it through reading the articles.
Those of you who subscribe will have your subscription extended by three issues, so that you will get what you
paid for. But of course, we hope that you feel that this is
always true.
Peace,
GME

1-90, SOUTH DAKOTA
Rain ghosts dance on muddy fields.
The drops make ohs on the windshield.
Those are the buckets it rained, raining buckets
on the way to Grandma's farm.
Driving hard in a hard rain
hell-for-leather past Mitchell to the wide Missouri,
brown god of ending and of beginning
where the enduring dead are numbered and those left
add up the living
who carry their hunger west like Cain, spend
their avarice on rock.
The sun comes out where trees grow scarce.
At Kennebec an elevator blooms out of the horizon:
Vienna, the marketplaz, St. Stephen's.
Persho.
Four horses shine their bellies at the sky.
One oak grove in seven counties,
cows graze, bodies touching.
The last meadowlark broadcasts its seven notes
through my window and then velocity falls away.
I am in a still photograph sepia tinged, then
a painting in monochrome called Horizontal Line.
Then algebra.
There is a pulse in the Badlands
not part
of this smithereen.
It beats
farther farther.. ..
in the heart of privacy.
It seems God made me.
Photosynthesis.
Hill.
Kate Moos
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TRUTH-TELLING, SHATTERING THE
SILENCE: WHEN WOMANISTS AND FEMINISTS TALK
ABOUT DIFFERENCE
Jennifer Berlinda Thompson

This is the first of three essays generated from the conference held at Valparaiso University in February of 1995, at which
several scholars met to discuss the novels Beloved, l7y Toni
Morrison, and The Chaneysville Incident, l7y David Bradley.
The meeting was sponsored jointly l7y The Cresset, the Knight
Foundation, and the VU Office of Multicultural Affairs.
-the Editor

In February of this year, I facilitated the conference at
Valparaiso University that eventually led to these articles
for The Cresset. The conference brought together black
and white women to talk about teaching and writing about
black literature. The conference was, by design, different
from others that I have attended. First, it was closed to
observers. Only the six participants-three black women,
including myself, and three white-were in attendance in
order to foster group integrity and avoid outside contagion. In the present academic climate, the false power
ascribed to special interest groups has caused many of us to
be guarded and defensive. Second, there were no scheduled sessions, no interminable reading of papers with
quotes from theoreticians who define and inform our
respective disciplines, no competition, no clock watching,
and no politics. Theory is a useful interpretive tool for
scholars, but it is important to remember that theory is not

Jennifer Berlinda Thompson was a Fellowship holder in 199495 in the Knight Program at VU. She is completing a degree in
Religion and Literature at Emory University, and has worked in
settings of church, theatre and academy. This year she is a member
of the faculty of Christ College at VU.
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neutral. No theory is created in a vacuum. All theory arises from and reflects a particular context and perspective
(gender, racial, socio-economic, etc.) Much of our discussion centered on ~he contexts that inform our study of
black literature. I was as much interested in group process
as in literary theory and the former, how womanists and
white feminists study and write about black literature, is the
focus of this paper.
The idea for the conference had been germinating
for years. I often teach women's studies courses and once
my white students discover my openness and commitment
to women's solidarity they invariably get around to asking
about the hostility between white feminist and womanist
scholars. Gail Pheterson defines solidarity as "the knowledge of, respect for, and unity with persons whose identities are in certain ways common with one's own." She
defines alliance as "the knowledge of, respect for, and commitment between persons who are in essential ways different but whose interests are in essential ways akin ... a
process of sharing power and resources. . .a readiness to
struggle." I had participated in several moderately successful efforts to form alliances between black and white
women in the past. The conversation gen~rally breaks
down when the womanists attempt to move the conversation beyond gender oppression. Focusing on gender
oppression allows white feminists to avoid accountability
for white privilege and internalized domination.
For those of you unfamiliar with the term "womanist,"
it comes from black folk culture and was popularized by
Alice Walker in In Search of Our Mother's Gardens. Walker
defines a womanist as, among other things, "a black feminist or a feminist of color." The term has since been adopted by certain black writers and scholars, particularly in
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religious studies and English. I prefer womanist to feminist
because a) the term has history in black folk culture; b)
womanism is holistic not separatist; and c) it serves as a
reminder that black and white feminists have yet to achieve
solidarity.

An editorial in The Chronicle for Higher Education was
the springboard for organizing the conference, which I
envisioned as laying the foundation for a working group.
Reading the editorial drove home the need for a forum to
discuss the conflicts between womanists and white feminists
in the academy. The author, Katherine Mayberry,
describes an incident at an unspecified women's studies
conference in which a group of black women walked out of
a session on African-American literature because all of the
presenters were white. Only the moderator was black.
After the black women left, the conference coordinator
canceled the reading of the papers and the women spent
their remaining time together discussing racism in
America. I commend the white feminists for realizing that
they did not need black women in order to address issues
of racism although white privilege and internalized domination were apparently not part of the discussion.
Mayberry expressed disappointment that the questions of whether and how white feminists can write about
black literature without being offensive was given little
attention. The answer to the first question seems obvious.
White feminists have successfully taught and reviewed literature that comes out of white male experience for years.
The answer to the second question is more complicated
and leads to the question of why white feminists study and
write about black women's literature. By and large womanists and white feminists have different interests in black literature that make conflict inevitable and alliance difficult.
Most womanists have an individual and collective stake in
the production of black theory and criticism. They write,
as Alice Walker says, to save their lives. Or, as Barbara
Christian explains to her daughter, they write because "if
black women don't say who they are, other people will and
say it badly for them."
Most white feminists, on the other hand, have no
accountability to the black community. Womanists cannot
assume that white feminists have values and ethics that
commit them to politically responsible scholarship. Many
white feminists write about black literature out of curiosity
and/ or for personal gain or profit. In a tight economy, the
renaissance in black women's literature has generated jobs
for scholars in the field . Many of the positions have been
filled by white women. Thus, womanist concerns about
white feminist appropriation of black women 's literature
are justified.
The incident, which Mayberry relates with hurt and
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thinly veiled anger, is not uncommon at conferences and
other professional meetings where black and white women
tend to segregate by choice. It so happens that the scene
took place at a literary conference, but could easily occur
between women scholars in any discipline. I have witnessed similar occurrences on numerous occasions. There
are valid historical reasons for black women to be wary of
white feminists. Trust is a persistent challenge for black
women who live with the reality of multiple oppression and
exploitation. They have learned from experience to
approach professional and social interactions with white
feminists with a hermeneutics of suspicion. Mayberry's
"shocked indignation" reflects white privilege and entitlement. Realistically, how many white feminists would sit
through a panel on white women's literature comprised of
all male presenters? That Mayberry is shocked that white
feminists should be 'judged, silenced, and dismissed solely
on the ground of race" shows how little she and perhaps
other white feminists truly understand of black women 's
experience. Black women experience such indignities
every day of their professional lives often at the hands of
white women.
According to Mayberry, the black moderator left and
others accompanied her. She does not reveal whether any
black women remained for the discussion that followed.
The number of women who left the session had to have
been small because there are a limited number of black
scholars in the discipline. Mayberry ascribes false power to
the womanists. Her description conjures up images of a
horde of recalcitrant black women disrupting the entire
conference. What is the source of Mayberry's shock and
anger? Did she actually not realize that feminist scholarship is personal as well as academic? Is she shocked that a
group of black women, who occupy the bottom of the
race/gender hierarchy, were not interested in what white
woman had to say about black literature? Is Mayberry
upset that the black women had the audacity to challenge
the white women's authority? Or is she offended that the
black women refused to validate the white feminists ' interpretation of their literature and experience?
The black women's boycott threatened the white
feminists' complacency and forced them to examine their
own contribution and reaction to the situation. The needs
and interests of black women were not taken into account
in planning the conference; therefore the power and
resources were not equitably distributed. The womanists
shifted the balance of power by walking out and , in the
process, usurped what some white feminists have come to
perceive as the privileged role of the oppressed. These
white feminists participate in the dominant power structure
by allowing themselves to be used against black women.
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White feminists who acknowledge white privilege or internalized domination must give up some of their own power
and no group gives up power willingly. I suspect that the
black women's hostility made Mayberry and the other white
women uncomfortable as well as angry. If truth telling
makes white feminists feel guilty and/or uncomfortable
then womanists must continue to press them. Guilt and
discomfort are signs that something is wrong in the relationship or system and change is needed. Change means
growth.
The outcome of Mayberry's conference sessions
might have been significantly different if the white feminists had done their homework before coming to the conversation table with black women. White feminists who
study black literature need to understand more about the
conditions and culture that produce black texts but must
be responsible for their own education. Audre Lorde
points out,
To examine black literature effectively requires that we [black
women] be seen as whole people in our actual complexitiesas individuals, as women, as human-rather than as one of
those problematic, but familiar stereotypes provided in this
society in place of genuine images of black women.

Black women are tired of always having to bridge the
differences between womanists and white feminists who
benefit from their oppression. They can no longer afford
the luxury of uneasy alliances with white women in which
they do all the compromising; their schedules are full with
the daily business of survival. Placing the burden of translation on black women simply adds to their multiple oppression. During a recent conference on diversity at VU, a
white feminist professor suggested that the participants
seek exposure to different races, cultures, lifestyles, etc.
outside of the academy. Genuine understanding comes
only through direct participation and authentic encounter.
Lunch once a week or the occasional phone call with a
black woman who in the words of Donna Kate Rushin is
"the sole black friend to 34 individual white people" do not
count.
Situations such as the one Mayberry describes are the
product of the hurt, fear, suspicion, and insecurities born
in slavery and nurtured in the crucible of years of internalized oppression, internalized domination, and white privilege. Peggy Mcintosh reveals a possible source of white
feminist resistance to the notion of white privilege: "I was
taught to see racism only in individual acts of meanness,
not in invisible systems conferring dominance on my
group." Ignorance and/ or denial of white privilege allows
white feminists to evade responsibility; acknowledging it
makes them accountable. Adrienne Rich points out that
white feminists have educated themselves about such an
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enormous amount. .. how come you haven't also educated
yourselves about black women and the differences between
us-white and black-when it is key to our survival as a movement?

Developing a model for womanist and feminist working groups was my goal for the conference. In this respect,
it was all I hoped for and more. We met over a twenty-four
hour period, from Friday afternoon to Saturday afternoon.
Most of us were young scholars committed to women's solidarity and the discussion of differences reflected a certain
consciousness and openness to truth telling. The process
of forming a group identity began long before the conference. I discussed my proposal for a working group, including the Mayberry editorial, with the women when they were
invited to participate. During pre-conference contacts I listened to their needs and concerns and tried to lay a foundation of mutual trust. The participants were involved in
every stage of the planning from the choice of location to
texts and discussion questions. I worried over the decision
to close the discussion to observers, but in retrospect it was
justified. Segregating empowered us.
The group bonded over the course of our twenty-four
hours together. At the end of the conference, five of us
stood in the parking lot hugging and promising to stay in
touch. As the facilitator, I brought us together, but cohering was a group decision. We chose to interact respectfully
and to develop attachments. Each woman was free to
respond to a particular discussion topic or simply listen
with interest. Our interactions were characterized by
acceptance (not tolerance), individualization (the affirmation of the uniqueness of each participant), nonjudgementalism, self-determination, confidentiality, and
accountability. We shared our hopes and fears, old
wounds, feelings of blame and shame, frustration and rage,
and even our yearnings. Truth telling, shattering the
silence between us cleared the air for an open, honest discussion of the novels. This level of mutuality, trust, and
empowerment that the group achieved during a brief period of time would have been impossible in an open session.
Gwendolyn Goldsby Grant identifies truth telling as
one of two strategies womanists developed in order to survive nearly four hundred years of control, manipulation,
and scrutiny by others. Silence is the other strategy. Each
is a learned response with historical significance. Some of
our foremothers used silence as a form of self-protection.
They could fight back without being confrontational.
White feminists employ a similar tactic when confronted
with black women's anger. Whereas black women's silence
is rooted in fear, white women's silence emerges from feelings of guilt and defensiveness. The time for silent, nonconfronational survival strategies has passed. In the words
7

of Auclre Lorde what is most important to us "must be spoken, made verbal, shared even at the risk of having it
bruised or misunderstood." Our silence will not protect us.
In fact, it protects and empowers our oppressors and allows
the abuse to continue. The silence between black and
white women about our history and differences is a barrier
to alliance and solidarity.
Truth telling is the behavior that Walker describes as
"outrageous, audacious, courageous, or willful. .. " I
learned about truth telling from my godmother who
helped to raise me. She taught me to always respect my
feelings and to stand up for myself and for what is just even
when it is unpopular. Truth telling makes black women
vulnerable but also leads to clarity and empowerment.
Daring to speak for, name, and define themselves denies
the other power. Truth telling has sometimes caused black
women to be labeled as bitchy, bossy, difficult, and even
evil, but it has also empowered us to survive and endure a
heritage of loss. Black women's survival is no small accomplishment given that they were never meant to survive.
Marcia Ann Gillespie writes, "From women sharing
talks ... have come transformation, empowerment, community and activism." Womanists and white feminists talking
can be dynamic and transformative, but the talk must begin
with truth telling about our differences. We have been
silent much too long; our silence separates and disempowers us. Truth telling clarifies our values, enriches our
visions, and empowers us to become partners in alliance
against oppression. 0
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Getting There
At the farm, Jeff's guinea hens trot furiously on stunted legs
barking their faint memories of the veldt,
what's left of it a thin crease in avian brain.
The Canadian goose, conspicuous in formal plumage
has decided to stay with the white honkers settled on over-sized nests
by the pond, where a flock of mallards have alighted for the day.
Black hens cluck and peck in the yard and the lone peacock
cries "help me" from the hay mow.
Jack rolls over the shin bone of a dead calf hauled up from the pasture.
licks the fresh marrow. He is not a country dog.
Buck sleeps on the porch dreaming of heifers and their sharp hooves,
waking to snap at the cats come out from the machine shed to beg.
Past the pond massive bulls doze on the horizon imperturbable
as geography, as though they too had been stranded there by the glacier.
At Sunday dinner everyone's Aunt Mary Peters
with sad distracted eyes ofaJeffries says
'Times were so bad back then
(she is talking of the thirties, living far out in the raw land)
at least no one expected anything of us.
All you could do was eat and sleep."
Three of us drove interstate south to Ames and pulled over in Boone
for gas and a Good Friday fish sandwich.
At the crowded Burger King Andy teased me past my limit
and grew angry at my anger.
I thought but did not say: leave me alone.
It is a voice from a child I was once.
Leave me alone. Leave me alone.
The moon will be full tomorrow.
Tonight the highway miles cure our anger
and we keep going, passing slow cars in the dark.
How will our loneliness be cured?
On Sunday you and I walk past the Boots' place.
The old farm house has been torn down.
Meadowlarks, red-winged blackbirds, sparrow hawks
and red-tailed hawks, a barn owl, and a turkey vulture
have all surprised us.
Andy says there are two tame calves in the upper pasture.
They come running toward Jim, recognizing food.
If you put your fingers out together, he says,
they will suck on them with their leathery tongues.

Kate Moos
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POSITIONALITY OF THE SCHOLAR
Carolyn M. Jones

This is the second of three essays generated from the conference held at Valparaiso University inFelnuary of 1995, at
which several scholars met to discuss the novels Beloved, l7y Toni
Morrison, and The Chaneysville Incident, l7y David Bradley.
The meeting was sponsored jointly l7y The Cresset, the Knight
Foundation, and the VU Office of Multicultural Affairs.
-the Editor

In February 1995, a group of black and white feminist
scholars gathered at Valparaiso University to discuss the
problems surrounding white feminist critics "doing black
literature." In that discussion, we concluded that both
white and black scholars must interrogate their positionalities in honest ways. White scholars must be conscious of
bringing to the literatures of those who have been their
"others" majority culture attitudes and methods. They,
thereby, will avoid simply defining the "other" as the "self."
Second, they must be willing to undertake the study of the
existing criticism on the literatures they undertake to
examine. To refuse to do these things and to continue to
write on these literatures is often to practice a strategy of
innocence. I would like to come at these issues from my
own position as a black female critic doing religion and literature and out of two experiences: first, having been
asked to make a response to a group of papers in the
Indigenous Peoples Consultation at the American Academy
of Religion-a situation in which I was the "other," and,

Carolyn M.Jones is an Assistant Professor of Religious Studies
and English at Louisiana State University. She also teaches in
LSU's Honors College
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second, out of this conference of black and white feminists
on doing criticism on African-American literature. Both
settings posed essentially the same questions: the value of
ethnic and minority literature and modes of being and
whether and how white people can and should deal with
them. Here, I want, first, to examine the movement of theory and the meaning of that movement using Edward
Said's idea of "traveling theory" set out particularly in The
World, The Text, and The Critic. Second, I want to look at
readings of this theory in post-modern discourse, such as
those set forth in Space and Place: Theories of Identity and
Location. And, finally, I want to comment on a "strategy" or
"positionality of innocence" and proposing a "positionality
of humility," comment on multicultural education.
Edward Said's concept of borrowed or "traveling theory" is a two-part argument. The first part of that argument is the one most easily identified and, currently, most
discussed: that ideas can and do move from place to place
and across the boundaries of time. Said says,
Assume ... that, as a result of specific historical circumstances, a theory or idea pertaining to those circumstances
arises. What happens to it when, in different circumstances
and for new reasons, it is used again, and in still more different circumstances, again?" (Said 1983:230)

This movement of ideas and, I would add, practices
from an original cultural context to acceptance in another
entails, Said argues, transformation of the original idea as it
is re-presented and institutionalized. This process is, on
the one hand, a process of culture. On the other hand, the
process is one of intellectual activity, scholarship.
Acknowledging this, Said asks a further question: "What
can this tell us about theory itself-its limits, its possibilities, and its inherent problems?" (Said 1983: 230).
The Cresset

In this second and most ignored part of his argument, Said asks what happens when the formulations of an
activist witness to and participant in a particular historical
event and/ or practice in a community pass into the realms
of pure academic discourse. Said warns us that theory must
be grasped in its context and that that context-the original situation-must become a measure for subsequent uses
of theory. Simply, he is arguing that "others" have always
created and narrated themselves and that "others" have
always possessed a critical consciousness that is self-aware.
When theory moves away from respect for and acknowledgement of that critical consciousness and of the complexity of the original representation, it either moves
"down"-reduces the original complexity to a dogma-or
moves up to become a "bad infinity"-an overtotalizing ideology that claims to make sense of any and all situations
(Said 1983:239). Said, therefore, asks us to examine both
the process of the exchange of ideas in cultural contact
and to examine the construction of discourses on
exchange and how intellectuals use those discourses. Both
dimensions of traveling theory, for Said, are fraught with
dangers, calling us to practice what historian of Religions
Charles H . Long calls "the humility and modesty of the
scholar."
Said's discussion has opened up three areas of interrogation and has supplied a vocabulary for many post-modern critics. The areas of inquiry that emerge from Said's
work are those of identity, location, and travel. Each is
related to and problematizes the others. The vocabulary
surrounding those areas of inquiry includes migration ,
exile, and displacement. I do not want to totalize postmodernism here, but using, specifically, the introduction
to a collection of essays called, Space and Place: Theories of
Identity and Location, edited by Erica Carter, James Donald,
and Judith Squires from the journal New Formations, I do
want to make some general statements.
First, identity: Place, the editors argue, is no longer a
clear support for identity (Squires 1993:vii). Identity
emerges from an experience of division and diaspora and
must be reimagined in the experience of homelessness or
exile (Squires 1993:xi). Thus, modern people must develop "fluid, migratory identities" (Squires 1993:x) in contrast
to "identity" understood as a historical category, constructed by someone "other" (Squires 1994) . The true "self," it is
argued, the locus of authentic identity, is shifting and performative, constructed in and by "identifications" with what
the "self' encounters in the world (Squires 1994). Thus,
location and travel become essential categories.
Travel is a way of relocating ourselves, of confronting
our everyday lives "as mediatized information and images"
(Squires 1993:xiv) as we enter the social space of an
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"other." What this means, I think, is that, theoretically, we
are always traveling and that we always find ourselves in the
presence and space of the "other." Identity becomes "identifications" that we have while acting in this space. Those
identifications are articulated in narrative, and that articulation transforms space into place (Squires 1993:xii). Such
an identity, to use Said's terms, is based on "affiliation," on
the "re-presentation" of that which is encountered so that
the encountered "other" can be incorporated into the
"self' (Said 1983:21-22).
Constructs of self and identity-as I understand the
current discussions-have replaced the idea of the human;
thus, we no longer speak of human structures and meanings but of identity constructions. In this model, location
becomes a particular problem, both in terms of physical
location and of identity.
Location, as I said, occurs when space is transformed
into place, when meaning is ascribed to space: "Instead,
then, of thinking of places as areas with boundaries
around, they can be imagined as articulated movements in
networks of social relations and understandings" (Squires
1993: xii). The often privileged space is the city because it
is-and this is a debated point-"an account of space that
gives full weight to the symbolic and the imaginary without
reducing these aspects to the functionalism of ideology"
(Squires 1993: xii). In other words, the city is where,
because of its capacity to contain difference, the traveling
self can have maximum encounter with "otherness" and
then structure those encounters in "self"-defining narratives.
This theory, I contend, would be understood in vastly
different ways by ethnic and minority critics than by white
critics. For white critics, the issues of travel, displacement,
and exile may become categories for analyzing the experiences of "others" and for taking the experience of the
"other" to the "self' by celebrating the experience of the
self as author. I pose the questions that Peter Berger asked
long ago in Pyramids of Sacrifice: Who decides? Who benefits? And as important for this discussion: how do we as
scholars find a place to stand? In response to "Who
decides?" what identity and community are in the postmodern world, we have to answer: at least in the sphere of
the university and of academic publishing, academics. To
"Who benefits?" we have to add the question "and how?"
And we must answer that the academic benefits by publishing and receiving tenure. Operating in a closed, university
system, we academics engaging in this discussion potentially reinscribe and reenthrone the Enlightenment, dislocated/imperialist self in new ways-and I must say that Said,
himself Palestinian, is not an offender but someone who is
often appropriated.
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Talal Asad, in Genealogies of Religion, offers an important response to ascribing the identity of displaced exile to
the "other." Asad reminds us that "all people most of the
time are 'local' in the sense of being locatable" (Asad 1993:
8). He warns that this privileging of dislocation can be
another way to reinscribe categories that have been used to
oppress "others":
To say of people that they are local is to imply that they are
attached to a place, rooted, circumscribed, limited. People
who are not local are thought of either as displaced, uprooted, disoriented-or more positively as unlimited, cosmpolitan, universal, belonging to the whole world (and the world
belonging to them). (Asad 1993:8)
In other words, if dislocation is privileged, two
extremes can appear. Either the dislocated (universal)
may be able to use the discourse of authority to determine
what "difference" is and therefore continue to reconstruct
itself in its own terms by this self-defined difference. Or
the privileged dislocated can argue that there is no difference: that "all human beings live in the same cultural
predicament. .. Everyone is dislocated; no one is rooted.
Because there is no such thing as authenticity, borrowing
and copying do not signify a lack [in the self]. On the contrary, they indicate ... creative human agency" (Asad 1993:910).
Either position may become tyrannical. Given this,
let me pose some questions: Might the idea of diversity
and self-construction of identity, symbolized in the city and
articulated in-lucky for scholars-written narratives, be
another way of denying the truth of power and of making a
retreat from the real conflicts and stresses of urban life, in
particular, and of modern human life, in general? Might
this not be a way of escaping responsibility for history by
asserting, as Americans do, that we can make ourselves new
every day? Might it be a way of dissolving the problems of
culture and identity without addressing them? (My prime
example is the question of giving up the idea of the
human. My people have not been recognized as fully
human for long enough for me to give it up.) As Asad puts
it,
In such a morality, there is no reason to suppose that there
can ever be an end to the cycle of destruction , self-forgiveness,
and the creation of new identities. When there are no
obligations to the past, every destruction is only a new beginning, and new beginnings are all one can ever have.
(Asad 1993:298)
What Asad is describing is the positionality or strategy
of innocence. Katherine]. Mayberry's "Point ofView" article, "White Feminists Who Study Black Writers," in The
Chronicle of Higher Education was deeply criticized in the
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Valparaiso discussion. Mayberry recounts an experience at
an unnamed conference at which a panel of white women,
speaking on Toni Morrison's Beloved, were disturbed when
the African-American women scholars chose to leave the
panel. After expressing sympathy for the black women who
"felt that white women who wrote about black women's
texts were encroaching upon territory earned and owned
by black women" (Mayberry 1994: A48) and admitting that
white critics cannot leave their "privilege ... at the door"
(Mayberry 1994: A48), Mayberry moves quickly to a position of power and of innocence. She argues that the
"impulse" of white critics to write about black literature is
positive (Mayberry 1994: A48). Saying that she was
"moved" by Beloved, she,
lacking a language with which to express [her] complex
response ... resorted to the familiar, disingenuous language of
[her] profession, a language that banished every evidence of
[her] emotional response and suggested a mastery and understanding of the text that [she] now know[s] to be false.
(Mayberry 1994: A48)
Mayberry calls for the formation of a new critical
method. In response to Mayberry's article, both the black
and white women scholars in our group concluded that
being "moved" by any piece of literature is a valid first
response; the second response is to find the critical
method that already exists, criticism by black women scholars, and work among them. To write out of an emotional
response-even and especially the guilt that Mayberry
admits-and to claim that as valid is a strategy of innocence.
Let me explain further. Jimmie Durham, in "Cowboys
and ...Notes on Art, Literature, and American Indians in
the Modern American Mind," gives us an important insight
on a strategy of innocence, on its roots and meaning in the
American context:
The United States because of its actual guilt-as opposed
to some thought-out or not thought-out perception of guilthas had a nostalgia for itself since its beginnings. Even now,
one may read editorials almost daily about America's "loss
of innocence" at some point or another, and about some time
in the past when American was truly good. This selfrighteousness and insistence upon innocence began as the
United States began, with invasion and mass murder.
(Durham 1992:426)
Durham's harsh statement sets out clearly the relationship between innocence and power-or innocence as a
strategy of power. While Mayberry's sentiment, her emotional response to Beloved, is clearly genuine, it seems disjunctive coming after her expression of her positionality in
an institutional power structure and intellectual elite. But
The Cresset

we could argue that it is not: that both sides are expressions of the same "universal voice" that Asad characterizes-a voice that claims the world, murders to dissect, and
then, like a child, cannot believe it has broken the object of
desire.
How do we break out of this potential stalemate
between white scholars and their minority colleagues?:
Listen. Respect. Learn. Here, I want to articulate what I
think is the importance of ethnic and minority theory and
why white scholars doing ethnic and minority literatures
must listen. Ethnic and minority theory on moving practices and traditions can and does have a vital and oppositional voice in the discussion of all the problems I have
examined here. Inez Hernandez, in a 1993 talk at the
American Academy of Religion, said, "In the way I was
brought up, I always knew I was home." This is a radical
statement both culturally and intellectually in the postmodern world. On an intellectual level, it challenges the
prevailing discourse, which defines itself in relationship to
the homeless and/or the oppressed "other." To claim the
home is to force theorists, if they are honest, to interrogate
their own positionalities. Culturally, it is also to claim an
authentic identity that may be shaped in part by historical
forces but that is more than the sum of those forces.
Ethnic and minority theory challenges seeing the self as a
complex of "identifications." That, while an interesting
multicultural ideal, is potentially a dangerous ethical and
moral stance (or non-stance) . In its most extreme form, it
reinforces and supports the strategy of innocence-it
means that whatever I "like" or "want," I am. Politically, it
can be either a kind of "cop-out" as I make the condition of
those I see as "other" my condition, but only in a theoretical sense, or it can be a new form of power, if I have the
authority to establish that self-recognition as authentic-as
Mayberry, for example, does. This is potentially another
form of romantic racism that legitimates the raiding of
other cultures for self-definition, for comfort, and for
resources.
Ethnic and minority theory can and does speak to
these issues as it articulates a concept of identity that is constructed in concrete and grounded relationality to community and to the land and in oppositional, but concrete,
relationality to the colonial culture. Said's definition of
himself and his academic stance as "exile" is, I think, a profound one, as it resists denunciation, nostalgia, and passive
acceptance through imbeddedness of the self in place and
culture. Exile, therefore, is not homelessness, but a positionality that stands both inside and outside the home and
the present location. That double location can be intellectual as well as physical, and it offers a possibility of profound interrogation of culture and theory and fosters a
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sense of identity that can tolerate, as Said has said, "the
polyphony of many voices playing off against each other,
without... the need to reconcile them, just to hold them
together" (Said 1991:26).
Finally, ethnic and minority theory can assert that
there are forms of self and community narration which go
beyond or precede textuality. Focusing on materiality
helps us see that "others" are not just created, theoretical
beings, "categories" created by the oppressor, but are
whole human beings who continue to create themselves in
relation to and in spite of colonization. Indigenous theory
can assert that we do not exist either in a completely pure
or a totally colonized space, but in some altered space for,
as Said puts it,
In human history, there is always something beyond the reach
of dominating systems, no matter how deeply they saturate
society, and this is obviously what makes change possible, limits power, ...and hobbles the theory of that power.
(Said 1983:247-248)

Taking these voices seriously, scholars in all disciplines will find themselves accepting a positionality of
humility and modesty. If we assert this limitation but also
intensity of the scholarly life, we are going to find it uncomfortable because I do not think that we really want to consent to a discourse that does not affirm human beings
engaged in meaningful activities as persons and as members of communities. We may find ourselves standing in
solidarity with the very people we used to study-because
to claim "objectivity" is, in a sense, a strategy of innocence.
The positionality of humility and solidarity may be the only
way that we can help our institutions become truly diverse
and humane. In terms of identity, we may find that we challenge the idea of the disolcated self and the dissolution of
the subject. In terms of travel, we know that travel may be
another name for imperialism, but that positively, it means
risk, as reason and history, as Ihab Hassan says, collide with
local knowledge, creating new borders. In terms of location, we can assert that located, local cultures can be a powerful critique of the universal. Finally, we know and can
assert that we are all here and that we have been negotiating and continue to negotiate the fact that multiculturalism means interculturalism: that our cultures have not just
existed side-by-side but have met, exchanged, and changed.
This fact may change our ideas about "multiculturalism"
and its goals. As Asad reminds us, the problem of multiculturalism is that connection between learning about difference and learning to become different (Asad 1993:262).
We must do both in order to listen, respect, and learn as
individuals and as a culture. Culture either can be seen as
a static, coherent whole or it can be reimagined as a process (Asad 1993:264) that allows us to seek out a range of
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meanings about what it means to be, not homeless, but "at
home in a place" (Said 1983:8).
This is our task. If critical consciousness is, as
Edward Said defines it, "an unstoppable predilection for
alternatives" (Said 1983:247), positively, it can create and
interrogate the creolized forms and practices that have
emerged at the intersections of cultures and imagine new
modalities that allow us to negotiate difference with integrity and, most important, to undertake that creative movement towards survival.O
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Daughter and the Magnifying Glass
She picks it up and aims
and little secrets bloom.
Her eyes roam over every
full round dot and serif
as if she's never seen such curves.
Prolonging the pleasure,
I wipe the lens lint-free,
both sides. She holds it
up to the light. Green leaves
leap blurred and wobbly
like a carnival's mirror.
And now, back down again.
Oh, she says,
I see, yes everything,
oh yes.

Walter McDonald
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SHAR ED WORK: BLACK AND WHITE FEMINISTS
TALK ABOUT LITERARY CRITICISM
Stephanie Paulsell

This is the third essay generated from the conference held
at Valparaiso University in February of 1995, at which several
scholars met to discuss the novels Beloved, by Toni Morrison, and
The Chaneysville Incident, by David Bradley. The meeting was
sponsored jointly by The Cresset, the Knight Foundation, and the
VU Office of Multicultural Affairs.
-the Editor

The goal is shared work that wiU increase our perceptual constructs, expand our intellectual horizons, and work toward justice.
Emilie M. Townes

As a white feminist, I wish I could affirm that the history of the relationship between Mrican-American and white
feminists in the academy has been one of unimpeded solidarity. But it is evident, especially where white feminism's
relationship to African-American women's literature is concerned, that such has not been the case. In the 70s, white
feminists who were engaged in the recovery of neglected
women's writing began publishing works about "the female
imagination" and "great women authors." Unfortunately,
many of these works claiming to describe and interpret
"women's writing" were marred by their total neglect of
black women's literature, proving once again the black
feminist maxim that when white feminists speak of
''women," we usually mean "white women." As interest in
black women's literature exploded in the 90s, the work of
Stephanie Paulsen, who was a LiUy Fellow at VU during 199395, and taught in the departments of Theology, English and in
Christ College, is now working on a project on spirituality and theological educational Catholic Theological Union in Chicago.
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black feminist theorists who had dedicated themselves to
that same literature for years, keeping a vigorous criticism
alive at a time when such criticism was not rewarded, often
goes unconsulted. With the rise of theory in the academy,
white scholars sometimes seem in their work to be "discovering" things about race and difference that black feminists
have been writing about for decades. As white feminist
Nancy K. Miller has noted, "it's as though race had to
become a problem for theory before it could be taken seriously by white feminists" (Hirsch, 353).
Such critical practice has generated black feminist
mistrust of white feminist critics and has made black
women's literature contested ground between us. A growing body of critical literature is devoted to questions about
the appropriation of this literature by white scholars.
Mrican-American ethicist Emilie M. Townes warns against
scholarship that "belies a certain hegemonic control" (188)
over the literature it studies. White ethicist Kristine A.
Culp urges white feminists not to repeat in their scholarship "behavior well ingrained from girlhood: seek[ing]
from [black women's literature] approval (i.e., legitimation) from others for our selves and our own projects"
(199). Mrican-American cultural critic bell hooks voices
the suspicions of many when she writes,
Too often, it seems, the point is to promote the appearance of difference within intellectual discourse, a "celebration" that fails to ask who is sponsoring the party and who is
extending the invitations. For who is controlling this new discourse? Who is getting hired to teach it, and where? Who is
getting paid to write about it? (54)

Mrican-American critic Ann duCille anticipates white feminist response to this analysis when she writes, "it must be
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said at some point and even at the risk of hurt feelings that
the explosion of interest in the black female subject is at
least in some measure about economics-about jobs" (601).
The hurt feelings anticipated by duCille are everywhere in evidence in "White Feminists Who Study Black
Writers," an essay by Katherine J. Mayberry that provided
the impetus for the conference at Valparaiso, organized by
Professor Jennifer Thompson. Mayberry describes her
experience at a women's studies conference for which she
had prepared a paper on Toni Morrison's Beloved for a
panel on "Mrican-American Literature." Mter introducing
the all-white panel, the African-American moderator
explained that she was uncomfortable with the appropriation of black women's literature by white women and left
the room. Other black women left with her.
Mayberry records her response to this experience,
which moved from "shocked indignation" to "a deep sense
of culpability for my failure to have considered the cruel
ironies of a middle-class white woman professing to explain
and to interpret a powerful slave narrative." She continues,
however, to defend her impulse, and the impulse of other
white feminists, to write about Mrican-American literature.
We write about these texts, she argues, because of the
affinities we share with these writers and their narratives. "I
chose to write about Beloved," she explains, "because I was
enormously moved by it as a student of American literature
and as a woman, a mother, and a member of the race that
perpetrates such evil in the novel." Mayberry blames her
academic training for providing her with an arrogant critical idiom for interpreting literature, one that "banished
every evidence of my emotional response." She calls for a
new, more personal critical idiom, one that might help
white critics "learn a good deal about our complex relationship to marginalized cultures."
Having mapped out a new critical program, however, Mayberry ends where she began: on the defensive. "I
no longer think it is wise to try to conciliate [black women]
by refraining from writing about black texts or about the
issue of cultural appropriation," she writes. This posture
leads her to make a statement that is shockingly at odds
with the novel which had so moved her: "even in the
absence of the voices of Mrican-American women," she
writes, "I can still profit from a new kind of dialogue with
texts such as Beloved, hoping to gain understanding that
can point the way toward a criticism capable of building a
bridge between two alienated cultures." To assert that any
dialogue with a novel written by an African-American
woman about Mrican-American women could happen "in
the absence of the voices of Mrican-American women" is
strange enough. But it is even more disturbing to imagine
that a "dialogue" that takes place outside of the strained
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relationship between black and white feminists can somehow bridge the divide between us.
What happened here? How did we get from
Mayberry's "deep sense of culpability" to her insistence that
she can still "profit" from Beloved, even "in the absence of
the voices of Mrican-American women"? Indeed, how did
we get from Beloved to such a claim?
In the course of our spirited conversation during
the conference, I began to see that what allowed Mayberry
to return to the defensive posture with which she began
was the very thing in her essay with which I could most
closely identify: that she had been moved by Beloved. Over
the course of our weekend together, we returned again and
again to Mayberry's testimony of her powerful experience
of reading Morrison's novel. "I chose to write about
Beloved," she says, "because I was enormously moved by it."
Across race and gender lines, readers of works by
Morrison-and Zora Neale Hurston and Ann Petry and
other black women writers-often testify to the power of
their encounter with these works. As black critic Cheryl
Wall noted in 1989, "Wherever it is met, black women's
writing elicits impassioned responses from readers across
boundaries of race and gender" ( 1). Indeed, we all
described such "impassioned responses" to the texts weJEd
read in preparation for our meeting: Beloved and David
Bradley's The Chaneysville Incident.
Gail Eifrig raised questions early in our conversation which continued to preoccupy me: what were we to
do with these powerful reading experiences? What place
did they have in our discussions, in our desire to meet each
other and hear each other? These reading experiences
were what united us and brought us together; in a very real
sense, we had been drawn into conversation with one
another, in part, by the books we loved.
Lisa Brawley responded by saying that while one's
personal response to a book is neither "valid" nor "invalid,"
it could be used in insidious ways, to obscure the political
nature of reading and writing, of giving papers and publishing articles. Carolyn Jones concurred: these are not
innocent acts, and even someone's genuine response to a
book, when used to avoid questions of privilege, is not
innocent either.
Jane Splawn addressed the question from a slightly
different perspective as she kept reminding us that loving a
good book is not enough. Writing well about it, even in
the more "personal" idiom that Mayberry advocates, is not
enough. Particular critical practices, undergirded by particular critical virtues, and not just a new idiom, must
accompany the acts of reading and writing if we are to find
paths towards one another. Professor Splawn returned
again and again to the virtues of humility, patience, solidarity, and the willingness to be silent and listen with attention
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when approaching texts, especially the texts of AfricanAmerican women which are so vulnerable to being mined
as quarry for "otherness." As Carolyn Jones noted, the
"positionality of humility" does not always come naturally
to scholars, even in our relationships with the texts we
study. White feminist Jane Gallop has said of her critical
practice: "when I read something that matters to me, I feel
powerless until I 'do a reading,' write, and then I feel some
power" (Hirsch 358). White feminists will have to question
what our struggle for political and personal power means
when our interpretive gaze is turned toward black women's
texts.
In the midst of the struggle of black and white
feminists to confront white privilege and to interpret the
legacy of white racism, it is tempting to withdraw from
painful dialogue with each other and enter into dialogue
with books alone, especially with books which please us and
teach us. It is tempting to believe that we can mend the
wounds between "two alienated cultures" by scholarship
alone. The belief that our scholarly work might help us
imagine and create a more just world no doubt led many of
us, white and black, to careers as teachers and writers.
Certainly the six of us who gathered to discuss these issues
would claim such a vocation. We believe in the transforming power of literature. We want our students-black and
white-to read Beloved. We want them to struggle with it; we
want it to have a powerful impact on them. We want them
to seek out other works by African-American women and to
respond with the passionate intensity that Cheryl Wall
describes. We want them to believe that what they think
and say about these books matters.
What we don't want, however, is for them to use
their powerful response to a novel like Beloved-and the
sense of familiarity that often accompanies such a responseto shield themselves from questions about power and privilege. To do so would be a misuse of the response the book
inspired in them. Benjamin DeMott has noted a similar
misuse of what would otherwise be a positive cultural sign
in a rece1;1t essay on images of white-black friendship in the
movies and in discussions of race in America. He critiques
the ways in which these images are misused to shift the
focus in our culture from political realities about race to
the wishful thinking of believing that the needed remedy is
simply a change of heart among individual white people:
The approach miniaturizes, personalizes, and moralizes;
it removes the large and complex dilemmas of race from the
public sphere. It tempts audiences to see history as irrelevant
and to regard feelings as decisive-to believe that the fate of
black Americans is shaped mainly by events occurring in the
hearts and minds of the privileged. (34)

DeMott acknowledges that images of racial equality
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and interracial friendship in the media do exert a "humanizing influence" as they urge us to imagine a world where
such equality exists. But he also insists that it is too easy to
move from these images to a "fantasy of painless answers"
to racial inequality which denies the need for political solutions. Indulging such a fantasy undergirds the current
attack on affirmative action: if it's just a matter of white
Americans adjusting their attitudes about AfricanAmericans, why spend money on affirmative action programs?
White feminists who truly desire solidarity with all
women cannot afford to support this indulgence by comforting ourselves with "painless answers" to the problems
that divide us from black feminists. The fact that white
feminist critics feel affinities with African-American
women's literature does not solve the problems that exist
between us. Indeed, as Katherine Mayberry discovered, it
may raise some new ones. Retreating with the books we
love will not bridge the divide. We still have to engage in
the hard work of talking and thinking the differences
between us and the ways those differences impinge on our
reading and writing. ''The habit of ignoring race,'' writes
Toni Morrison, "is understood to be a graceful, even generous, liberal gesture" (9-10). It functions, as Jennifer
Thompson points out, as a self-protective gesture that solidifies into "a barrier to alliance and solidarity" between
black and white women.

As long as that barrier remains, supported by liberal gestures of silence and white postures of defensiveness,
the "shared work" imagined by Emilie M. Townes in the
epigraph to this essay will continue to be thwarted.
Because the position of white feminists in the academy is
itself hard-won, we know the fruitlessness of such silence
and defensiveness. On the defensive, white feminists will
be unable to hear what black feminists might have to say
about a discomfort so acute that it makes listening to an allwhite panel on Beloved impossible. On the defensive, our
own privilege becomes invisible to us. If the best we can do
is to defend our good "impulses,'' we will not be able to
respond creatively to the genuine frustration of women
with whom we claim to be in solidarity.
Ann duCille offers one strategy for bridging the
divide that opens up beneath such defensiveness. She suggests that we need to encourage collaborative work
between black and white women, where ''women of color
[are] talked with rather than talked about" (624) .
DuCille offers us a path between the work we do
alone and the commitments we share with others, between
the books we love and the challenges they pose to us. She
offers a way of working that will not shield us from our differences, but will invite us into work that is truly shared.
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From such work, we might discover new paths between us,
new ways of being in solidarity with one another, and new
possibilities for our study of a powerful literature. 0

Hirsch, Marianne and Evelyn Fox Keller. Conflicts in
Feminism. New York: Routledge, 1990.
hooks, bell. Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics.
Boston: South End Press, 1990.
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COMPOSING A SCHOOL YEAR
Karen Cherewatuk

Colleagues, friends of the college, alumni, parents
and family, returning students, and especially students new
to the college-! welcome you to this school year. I do so
with excitement and trepidation-and not simply because
I'm standing before you all.
Like an electric storm , the start of the school year
breaks the calm air that has hung over the campus all summer, and it plunges us all into a hyperactive swirl. Faculty
rush from meeting to meeting, schedule advisees, and
occasionally stop to think about the classes they'll be teaching. Students ferry boxes to their rooms, greet friends,
shoo away parents, and occasionally stop to think about the
classes they've enrolled in. None of us really wants classes
to start, but (like rain after thunder) they come as something of a relief. I suspect that professors cling even more
desperately to their summer freedom than students do.
Without that electrifying trumpet blast and clash of cymbals to mark the opening convocation, we'd still all be out
there on the lawn, contentedly grazing away at summer's
feast.
In a way, I've been preparing for this school year
since the day after last graduation. On that day several faculty members began the "Great Conversation" summer

Karen Cherewatuk gave this address at an opening year convocation at St. Olaf College, where she is a member of the Department
of English. Though some editorial changes have been made to
adapt it for a generic audience, it applies most strongly to a specific
group of colleges-those that are private, strongly liberal arts oriented and church related. We offer it here for its good advice to all
of us teachers and students as we start the school year, and also as
something to give to your relatives who ask, "what is it you do,
anyway?"
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workshop. The Great Conversation is a two-year teamtaught sequence of courses in Western Humanities. In the
week-long workshop, a great many past teachers of the program, or "ex-cons," shared their insiders' knowledge with
the new team. Since then, I've had the pleasure of working
throughout this summer-and I say that sincerely-with
several other faculty members from various departments as
we shaped the course for our first year students.
To test our assignments, we asked each other, "Could
you have read this much in your first semester of college?
Could you have written so well in response to the material?" Generally, our answer was "no," but our reasons varied: "Well, I read and still read very slowly." "I never
began writing until the night before the paper was due." I
admit it now: my first semester in college I spent an inordinate amount of time blowing dry my new Dorothy Hamill
haircut. I did well enough that year, but no, I didn't really
know what I was doing. All our reactions might best be
summarized by the confession: "I was so disoriented that
fall!" It is about overcoming disorientation at the start of
the school year that I'd like to speak. (I also should warn
our students: we put most of that material on the syllabus
anyway.)
In our June workshop, a philosophy professor recommended that all college students should read a book by
Jack Meiland called College Thinking. One chapter is entitled 'What is a professor?" Meiland convinced me that part
of students' disorientation upon starting college arises
from the fact that we, professors and administrators, never
explain to you students how a college runs. All colleges
work hard to orient you: we send you on tours of the
library, to department information sessions, on picnics with
your academic advisors, and so on. But, we never really
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explain the composition of the college faculty. Who are
your professors, what drives us, what do we expect from
you?
Nearly all of your teachers have achieved terminal
degrees in their respective fields. The adjective "terminal"
here does not mean "fatal" but rather "final." For some
faculty members, the terminal degree is a masters of fine
arts or of music. Most of us, however, are Ph.D.s (Doctors
of Philosophy). In the United States, a Ph.D. program
requires several years of course work beyond the bachelor's
or the four-year college degree, and beyond the two or so
years of graduate work required for the master's degree.
After passing a series of qualifYing exams, the candidate for
the Ph.D. engages in an original piece of research or artistic work and publishes those results in the doctoral dissertation. After orally defending the dissertation, the candidate
is awarded the doctorate.
By its very nature, the Ph.D. is not a teaching but a
research degree, yet, ironically, it is a prerequisite to a faculty position. Depending on their fields, candidates may
(or may not) receive training in college teaching. At major
universities it is often the case that most of the teaching of
lower level courses is done by teaching assistants or T.A.s,
that is by graduate students who are learning to teach by
doing it. On the other hand, a distinguishing mark of a lib- .
eral arts college or private college education is that your
classes are taught by professors.
The new Ph.D., if lucky enough to find a job, begins
as an instructor or assistant professor and works through a
probationary period. If on a tenure line, that is in a position that could become permanent, the assistant professor
goes through a tenure review in his or her sixth year
which examines three areas of contribution: teaching, professional work, and service to the community. Teaching is
taken very seriously in a school like this, in some departments, obsessively. Quite simply, if the assistant professor
has not excelled in the classroom, he or she is not tenured.
This faculty is proud to work where our students come first.
Yet teaching is just the first hoop the candidate for
tenure jumps through. One must also have completed significant professional work: the college expects us to
remain engaged in the work of the larger academic or artistic community beyond this campus. For scholars like
myself, that usually means we must have published books
or articles; artists must have exhibited their work or performed in distinguished forums. Finally, the candidate for
tenure must have demonstrated service by working on
committees or by completing various administrative jobs.
It is difficult for students (and often for professors) to
understand the byzantine ways decisions are reached in
academe. To take a concrete example with real implications for the student body: Every course that you take has
20

been conceived of and proposed by an individual faculty
member. Before that professor can teach the course, the
faculty members in the department must first approve it by
examining how the course fits into their offerings. The
proposed course then moves on to a college wide committee,where it is examined is examined in light of the existing
curriculum. Finally the course moves to a vote before the
entire faculty. This example should illustrate two points:
first, that on many issues, the faculty is self-governing, and
second, that we reach no decision easily. Thus you can
imagine the extraordinary number of hours faculty members have worked in enacting any new college curriculum.
Having taken a detour, I turn back to the assistant
professor. If tenured, he or she in effect has a job guaranteed for life. Getting tenure is analogous to graduating,
but rather than having to leave college, the tenured professor gets to stay. Why does any one of us deserve life-long
employment? The tenure system is designed to protect
academic freedom, that is to ensure that a professor can
teach what he or she desires in the classroom. But tenure
is also a way to provide job security in a profession that pays
very little. Consider, for example, that it takes twice as long
to train a professor as a lawyer. I leave the issue of salary to
your imagination.
Once tenured, the professor has his or her ranks to
climb. Based on merit (and luck), the tenured assistant
professor can be promoted to associate professor, the associate professor to full professor. Not very many of us have
achieved that prestigious rank, for it requires years of dedicated teaching, professional work, and leadership within
the community. Rarely, by the way, have I met a professor
who has slacked off after tenure. Year in and year out, the
faculty does the difficult but rich work of teaching while we
struggle with our complicated lives. A good many professors have long distance relationships with the people they
love most: their parents, their sweethearts, sometimes
even their spouses. Others are busy raising their families,
and still others nurse elderly parents, who often live states
and even continents away.

A student visiting my office once commented, "I'd
love this job. All you do is hang out and talk to students all
day." We do talk to students-and most of us would agree
that that is one of our job's great rewards. But we have
worked very hard to earn our positions. To illustrate: The
last time my department had an opening in American literature, we received some 400 applications; most of the applicants were qualified, and a good many of them had already
published enough to meet a standard for tenure. Yet this
job was not a tenure-line but a "term" or "fill-in" position.
The very qualified person we hired will not be here after
this school year. It is a sad reality that many of your fine
The Cresset

young energetic professors are merely passing through.
We wish desperately that we could keep them on staff.
Difficult economic times tell us we cannot.
Why do professors work hard our whole lives, sometimes missing out on tangible rewards? When I am not
complaining about my job, I'm forced to admit that it's
pretty wonderful. For the most part, I teach students who
have chosen to attend this school, who are eager to learn,
and who are grateful for what the faculty gives. I teach
medieval literature, texts in which religious issues always
come to the fore. While not all my students are believers,
nearly all treat theological issues with empathy and respect.
How does our training as Ph.D.s affect our expectations of you? By commiting ourselves to teaching at a liberal arts college, this faculty has chosen to place your liberal
education before our individual professional goals. We
have chosen, for the most part, to neglect our narrow fields
of specialization and to teach as generalists. We do not
care solely about the facts you learn in our courses,
although we will occasionally test you on them. We care
rather that you bring with you to the classroom a passion
for learning and the intrellectual curiosity that has guided
our lives. If you bring that spark of curiosity with you, we
will do all we can to flame it. Nor does the faculty intend
that you should master our various disciplines. Rather we
want you to be able to approach a problem from a variety
of vantage points. It is not sufficient for you to arrive at an
understanding of a current practice. Rather, we want you
to examine the reasons for that practice, and to be able to
do so from many perspectives. We want you to leave here
willing to live what Plato calls the "examined life."
Perhaps the most misunderstood aspect of a professor's job is the relationship between the kind of generalist
teaching and the specialized professional work we do. The
biologist who stands before you is not simply a botanist, but
a plant physiologist who spends her summers working on
the nitrogen fixing qualities of alfalfa. Why does she experiment with alfalfa? Or as my sister complains when she
wants me to spend all of July in Connecticut: ''Why do you
need to do research? You're tenured, you have the summer off." For most faculty members, the year is too chaotic, too filled with teaching, to accomplish much
professional work. My scholarly research, for example,
requires long hours in research libraries with rare holdings
in books dating from 1450 to 1485. I therefore spend
much of the summer hunched over microfilm or traveling
to two or three particular libraries. I do not mind the
effort, nor does the scientist in the lab nor the actor on
stage. The need to continue learning and achieving in our
fields is deep, the connection between teaching and professional work so burning, that we sound like sops when we try
to explain, and so we rarely do.
September 1995

In a pinch, I turn to metaphors of food and motherhood. Teaching is a mental activity, yes, but it is also physical and emotional. Have you ever noticed how dazed your
professors look after a day on campus or how exhausted we
are at the end of the semester? When we teach well, we
feed and nourish you. Without any scientific proof, I firmly
believe that teaching burns up as many calories as nursing
a baby, and that is because we're feeding you out of ourselves. In turn, the professional work we cram into summers and spring break nourishes us. It keeps us
intellectually sharp and renews our spirits, making it possible for us to return here each fall. Most people think of
me as a very social person. Yet I have experienced some of
the greatest joy of my life and the clearest sense of peace
alone in research libraries.
I think I can explain this phenomenon to fans of rock
and roll. When U2 sings, "I still haven't found what I'm
looking for," they are not complaining, but rather capturing the joy and excitement inherent in the search.
Occasionally, when working on a paper, one of you will
burst into my office, shouting, "Look what I found! This is
way big. I can't wait to get back to the library!" Learning is
an ever-hopeful search. When that sweet serendipity hits
you, I pray that you never find what you're looking for.
Here we are, faculty and students, poised at the brink
of the school year. Students may now understand that professors are pretty much good students who've never left college. You should also know that we are nervous about
failing you (and I refer here not to grades.) About this
time of year, professors begin to have nightmares. A very
common one involves teaching like mad only to find yourself standing at the front of the class with no clothes on. A
faculty member with whom I am close has a recurring
nightmare, which reveals, I think, latent guilt about changing majors from Physics to English. "Karen, it was midterm and I was doing a pretty good job, when I realized I'd
forgotten all semester long to meet one of my classes. I ran
over to the Science Center-this dream always takes place
in the Science Center-and when I got there only two sour
looking students were left. Everyone else had dropped."
Students, you sleep poorly when you think we've given you
too much; rest assured that we sleep poorly when we think
we haven't given you enough.
How can faculty overcome their teaching anxiety and
students their disorientation after the long summer? I pass
on the best advice I've ever received about teaching. It
applies as well to learning. Eight years ago, at his kitchen
table, a wise senior professor advised a nervous new Ph.D.,
"First, be prepared, and then compose yourself." This
advice implies more than completing your work before you
walk in the door, although we should manage at least that.
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As he explained, "At the start of every semester, I compose

myself by recalling my best teachers." When I do that, faces
flood back from my college years. Professor Frances Colby,
one of the first women to receive a Ph.D. from John
Hopkins University, revealed to me the naked power of
Hebrew scripture. Professor Martha Rozett made
Shakespeare's poetry sing in my veins. Professor Robert
Kelly quickly figured out that the way to hook this literary
type was to hand her the biographies of great scientists. An
art historian, whose name I can't even recall, taught a survey course which made me feel as if I had suddenly put on
glasses and could see the world clearly for the first time.
Further back there are other teachers: Sister
Gertrude Dolores, my first Latin teacher, whom we called
"Gerty Do" behind her back. She had been in the high
school classroom for more than 60 years, and her energy
level always matched that of her students. Mrs. Balasic, my
fourth grade teacher, made me feel really good about
being a girl and being smart. And then, of course, there
are the primary teachers, my parents. Their lives h ave
been models of disciplined work. They never lacked the
sense of authority required to raise children. In my scholarly research I recently came across a line in a letter written
by a 9th-century Carolingian woman to her son, held
hostage at another court. Perhaps the situation is analogous to studying at college. I know my mother, and probably yours, could have said what Dhuoda wrote to William:
"You will have teachers far more educated than I, but none
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will ever love you as I have loved you." There is a reason,
dear students, why your families were misty-eyed when they
left you on this hill, and it's more than the fear of returning to a suddenly quiet house. They have worked so hard,
and now they must watch the effect of their teaching at a
distance. Honor them through your work here.
I begin this school year by encouraging faculty to
compose ourselves on our finest teaching models. Let me
recall for you three whom we have recently lost. Professor
Burr McWilliams of Music cared deeply about music, all
kinds; he moved with grace and power in everything he
did. Professor Jim Braulick of Economics typified kindness,
self-confidence, and humility-all at once. To quote a colleague, 'Jim had a warm heart and a generous spirit." Dean
Dan Cybeski recognized God's gifts in every individual he
met. His compassion was unfathomable. These men lived
the gospels, it seemed, unselfconsciously, and yet we know
that Christ's call requires tremendous effort. When we
grow tired this year, let us remember how Burr, Jim, and
Dan celebrated life.
Students, to prepare for the year's work, I ask you to
think about your best teachers. Be willing to meet the
expectations they have placed on you. For them and for
us, work hard. Obviously, our success as teachers depends
on your success as students. I wish us all the joy of learning, as we together compose this school year. 0
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Art Smart in the USA
Charles Vandersee

Dear Editor:
Valparaiso's splendid new musictheater-arts building, opening this
month-as I was thinking about it, two
images flashed through my mind: a
bright yellow schoolbus and a bold red
Japanese bridge.
This was last July, the morning
walk from parking lot to office, passing
the little art museum at the university
here in Dogwood. Several times a year
traffic backs up on Rugby Road when
the bus stops in front of the museum.
School kids bounce out, half-compose
Charles Vandersee, a regular contril:mtor,
claims to have visited also the big Los
Angeles County Museum of Art and the
civic center at San Rafael, designed lJy
Frank Lloyd Wright. He writes regularly for
The Cresset from Dog;wood, observing the
scene.
September 1995

themselves under the eyes of teacher
and commuters, and then josh their
way up the steps to the Bayly front
door. Their brief public performance
is part of a field trip-they're "getting
exposed" to art.
The bridge meanwhile is in the
Japanese garden of the great
Huntington Library in southern
California, near Pasadena, which I recollected when planning a California
trip for August. That red arch called
to mind an art work of my own, in
sixth or seventh grade. Mr. H., old
and deaf, a cigar-smoker in the classroom during recess, cared little about
art and instinctively affirmed the genteel. This was a Lutheran school in
Indiana, and art meant imitating pictures from a little horizontal-format art
book, using colored pencils. We got
no instruction, and on our own
learned nothing; we just turned in one
of these every week. The state must
have mandated an art hour weekly.
So we had it, but we didn't get it,
and one day, imperiled by routine, I
recklessly deployed the brightest reds
and oranges around-may even have
scrounged the Crayolas we'd outgrown-for the week's assignment, a
pagoda. A couple of days later Mr. H.,
uncommonly agitated, held up the
result in front of the class: an example
of what not to do.
I did not take to heart this critical review, though it landed in memory. Had he ever seen a pagoda, unless
at the Columbian Exposition of 1893?
Years ago, first seeing the red
Huntington bridge, I recollected this
swaggering incident of childhood, and
promptly decided I'd been right. If
bridges were gaudy in Japan, so were
pagodas in China. Perfectly reasonable adult thinking in America (making no sense at all) about '!rt.

But what I was going to say was
this: First, thanks for the tour last
June, of the excitingly labyrinthine
building that now completes the Valpo
campus and, for the first time, gives
adequate facilities for productions and
rehearsals, chamber music and art
exhibitions, and classroom teaching of
everything from dance to obscure
liturgical music, or vice versa. I was
mightily impressed, not least by the
way your architect deploys the ground
floor as a network of passageways from
parking lots and dorms over to the
university chapel. Versatility and surprise.
The other thing on my mind, as
an Americanist, is fresh realization of
our citizens' near-perfect indifference
to the arts. Or, now in the fin de siecle,
our fretful demonizing. The irony is
not lost on me, of Congresspeople and
immaculate religionists battering the
NEA and NEH, while in northwest
Indiana your new $20 million plant at
a church-related university signals
homage to creativity and performance.
You would think the House and
Senate for no other reason than sending a message to old Europe would
maintain the current national spending on art, only crumbs after all, not
pork. That is, Americans used to have
a gaudy chauvinist craving to outdo
Mother Europe. We succeeded in the
commercial sector, with chastely minimalist Model Ts and Victrola horns
modeled on the cornucopia, but
Mother has always had her "finer
things"-her state-supported orchestras and museums. When in the early
20th century the U.S. did develop art
of its own-Gershwin, Copland,
Isadora Duncan, Preservation Hall,
Edward Hopper, Eugene O'Neill,
Frank Lloyd Wright, whatever-it was
time for the Coolidges and Hardings
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to stand up in their black broadcloth,
and with pink palms applaud.
We're still waiting, of course.
The White House honors done to
artists and writers by Camelot Kennedy
and a couple of tolerant successors
have not amounted to much. Ike at
least painted, knew the tactile sensation of pig hair and canvas, but the arc
of the golf ball was his greater delight,
as JFK's more earnest contemplation
turns out to have been the tawny
curves of starlets. Southern senators,
we discover, scour the country for titillating art projects, and finding two or
three, denounce them over and over,
still leaving the ordinary impervious
citizen unilluminated as to how photographic images other than brides and
county bridges have plunged the country into ruin.
Yes-my usual impatience with
the hair-raising American comedy of
diversionary politics and imperviousness. You may wonder who am I, not
artist or collector or patron, to verge
here on casting stones, but isn't it us
middle types, neither artists nor marketers, who have the obligation to
defend the arts? One of my African
American students years ago grew up
in the Mississippi hometown of
Leontyne Price, his family proud of
knowing hers. One thinks of the heroic strides necessary for her to get from
Laurel to the Met; surely her only obligation is performance, not sustenance
and defense of the arts. Those duties
are ours.
Nobody else can be trusted. In
July, just before heading to California,
I spent an hour in the office hearing
questions from a sociologist doing a
Princeton dissertation. Among her
interests is how a literature teacher
gets students into literature. What
actually do you do in the classroom,
knowing you're in between these great
texts and these largely imperviousbut starving-American minds? You
don't, of course, do what dear Ann
Landers, last of the peremptory
schoolmarms, keeps advising: "Insist"
that people shape up! That yellow
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schoolbus suddenly flashes again. Is
the field trip succeeding-in inoculating them against art? Does each visit
make them a little less pervious, until
by adulthood they're primed to run
for Congress?
No, we middlers have to be canny
and indefatigable, veritably Brer
Rabbit. But while that strategy is the
beginning of wisdom in professing literature, what do you do for art? All I
can think of is kidnapping. Get people taken around a city by an artist, at
just the moment they're vulnerable.
Henry Adams found his artist friend
John La Farge teaching him "to feel
the subtleness and endless variety of
charm in the color and light of every
hour in the tropical island's day and
night." This he wrote from Hawaii in
1890-traveling with a famous artist,
his personal tutor in watercolors.
So we want an "arts watch" in
every neighborhood-people on the
alert for other people with a sudden
itch for whatever drives a Georgia
O'Keeffe or Jacob Lawrence, that
obscure itch mistaken too often for
adolescent horniness or drug craving.
An awakening Adams was grateful,
though horrified by his efforts at
watercolor work, even as he saw La
Farge himself unable to capture the
evanescent tones of the Pacific sky.
Adams was in his fifties; the experience
should have happened at fifteen.
Adams's friend James Russell
Lowell, poet and diplomat, had years
earlier written a poem still in some of
our hymnals: "Once to every man and
nation I Comes the moment to
decide, I In the strife of truth with
falsehood , I For the good or evil side. "
Lowell must be referring to the Civil
War, since it's fatuous to expect such a
pivotal moment in all our lives. Still,
maybe there is such a fleeting moment
for getting hold of the arts, for each of
us-the phase in which we need a
mentor or practitioner-a savior-to
walk around town with us, or sail with
to the islands.
Or events and sites, alone, as saviors. Art historian John Wilmerding,

who dedicates your new Valpo museum
space on September 17, finds an "important transitional moment" in the career
of New York artist John Sloan (not to be
confused with Chicago's Junius Sloan,
whose oeuvre is important in Valpo's art
collection) . The period was 1914 and
soon after, when Sloan saw the landmark
Armory Show of modem art in New York
and then, spending summers at
Gloucester, Massachusetts, "wandered
around the picturesque streets and environs."
Maybe after an experience like
Adams's and Sloan's, you can go it on
your own.
Gertrude Stein ' s
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas has in
Paris one day the five-year-old son of
the janitor coming to visit. Stein has
just acquired Matisse's big Blue Nude, a
woman spectacularly bosomed, "lying
in among some cactuses." The boy's
reaction, from Stein's arms, as they
look through the doorway of the atelier: "Oh la la what a beautiful body of
a woman!" Stein, insouciant about
punctuation, would tell this story on
occasion-"when the casual stranger
in the aggressive way of the casual
stranger said, looking at this picture,
and what is that supposed to represent. "
I thought of this plainspoken ,
responsive enfant one day in midAugust, starting to explore the great
new San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art. There, just off the main gallery
entrance, was Matisse's Femme au
Chapeau, which Stein also had in the
rue de Fleurus. A docent now had it
in thrall, with two dozen Sunday casual
strangers. Her story was the one
docents like to tell, about how some
pictures, when they appeared, were
controversial. Matisse's woman had
green and blue splotches in her face ,
and the rest of the coloring was
splotches too, from the giddily cantilevered splotched hat to the savage
black-green dress formed of splats. A
picture not faithful to reality, despite
the recognizable candor of the countenance-that of wife-model hopelessly
allied to a zealot.
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Here we middle people especially
come in: when that c-word, controversy,
is raised as a spectre by politicians and
casual strangers. The idea would be to
say sweetly something rather simple:
Controversy is a good thing. The cword thus uttered, the hope is that
someone would aggressively ask why,
and the answer would be that both
artists and public need to be kept
responsible.
Here's our big human failing,
after all: sort of wanting to be responsible but not knowing how. Basic
American husbands-your Newt
Gingrich, your Phil Gramm-haven't
even learned to stop leaving their
wives-how could they be responsible
to artists? Artists have dealers, critics,
cronies, and themselves to gratifywhat portion is left for responsibility to
the public?
Politicians, we think, in our irrepressible longings, shall be responsible
to the best in us, since how can a state
survive and advance if its governors
merely pander? Artists, we hope, will
also think of the best in us, which
means not only our capacity to see,
hear, and feel, but our longing to
approach whatever it is that makes
some individuals zealously creative:
O'Keeffe with those stark luminous
desert flowers and vistas, Lawrence
with his salient instances of Mrican life
in America.
Thus artists and politicians might
productively converse with each other,
and also the citizen. Somehow we middle folk need to engender these conversations, since controversy, when
properly handled, constitutes revelation. This we all need: revelation of
what drives an artist at a particular
moment in national time to produce

something perceived by a politician or
priest as offensive. Revelation also of
what circumstances-what authorities,
what reasoning, what personal
demons-the derogator is driven by.
A start is the local programming
funded by state humanities and arts
councils, through NEH and NEA
grants, now jeopardized. In your yearlong opening celebration for the
Valpo arts center, possibly you can
imagine other forums. A pivotal
moment is here, if we can learn how to
use it. Besides the great new San
Francisco museum, I took in the new
Museum of Contemporary Art in Los
Angeles, and also the ambitious smallcity art museums in Santa Barbara and
San Jose. From the new Petersen
Automotive Museum in Los Angeles,
featuring the art of freeway design and
custom coachwork, I brought back a Tshirt, solid bright red except for a
small race car on the front, and on the
back the legend DRIVE YOUR IMAGINATION.
Then home again : Time magazine with art critic Robert Hughes lambasting the Speaker of the House, and
Mr. Gingrich's response. What they
both agree on is the current appropriation, $620 million a year. For Mr.
Gingrich this represents "federal intrusion into the arts and humanities,"
administered by "Washington bureaucrats" whose decisions about what to
fund establish the "government's
imprimatur. " For Mr. Hughes, draining down this figure represents "meanness" and "smug Philistinism," along
with the "hypocrisy" of complaining
about dumbing-down education while
killing off the incentives to
arts/ humanities education that federal
seed money provides. With one reser-

vation (I'm not sure NEA and NEH
grants should go to individual artists
and writers), Hughes makes far more
sense to me, in terms of history, magnanimity, and national self-respect.
When Gingrich says we did without such agencies for 189 of 219
American years, he unwittingly points
to our narrow national obsession with
the practical. Yet even this worship is
impure. The huge Interstate system,
along with the California state freeways, is designed to get artichokes to
Roanoke, and people to work generally, but it got me to museums. So did
the Pacific Coast Highway, scenic state
route number 1, linking obscure villages like gift-shoppy Cambria to
Carmel at one end and San Luis
Obispo at the other. As I drive my own
imagination, that coastal highway with
its arched bridges and frequent view
points becomes a place where politicians, citizens, and artists might all
meet. Hughes states his case simply: It
is a "legitimate function of government patronage to encourage promising forms of artistic expression that are
not familiar enough to find their way
in the marketplace." I doubt that the
quiet Pacific Coast Highway pays for
itself, and who knew, when funding
was discussed, whether the outcome
would be a desecration of nature, a
sanctuary for roving bandits, or a sort
of national treasure?
Dear arts-bashers and artists,
come along. Let's rent an air-conditioned van (no schoolbus!) and take a
leisurely drive on tax-supported roads ..
First stop, Valparaiso, Indiana, then
westward, growing more magnanimous
mile by mile, until we sit for our concluding seminar under a tree near
Carmel or Monterey.

From Dogwood, yours faithfully,

c.v.
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Family, Friends and
Films
Jennifer Voigt

... Ruth said, 'Entreat me not to leave you or
to return from following you; for where you
go I will go, and where you lodge I will
lodge; your people shall be my people and
your God my God; where you will die I will
die, and there will I be lmried. May the
Lord do so to me and more also if even
death parts me from you. ' And when
Naomi saw that she was determined to go
with her, she said no more.
-Ruth 1:16-18
You may be as bothered by family
values as I am. If you read the bio on
the bottom of this page, you will note
that I live in Colorado, the Hate State,
home of Amendment 2, the Promise
Keepers, and Focus on the Family, so
you may think that I should really be
fed up with Family Values. Okay, so
Jennifer Voigt views films in Denver,
where she is a graduate student in English
literature and a public affairs assistant for
the Peace Corps. Her columns on film alternate with those ofFredrick Barton.
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really I'm bothered by and fed up with
them, but mosdy because I don't know
what they mean, and I'm not sure that
the rest of the country does either. A
sampling of this summer's movies will
prove this.
First there's A Walk in the Clouds,
the sepia-colored romance by the
director of Like Water for Chocolate.
Summary: Married chocolate salesman
falls in love with woman pregnant by
her English professor. Salesman and
student pretend to be married to save
her from the wrath of her tyrannical
father. Anthony Quinn, husband and
father to legion in real life, delivers the
film's best performance as the family
patriarch who teaches the salesman
about, curiously, the joys of commitment.
Then there's Crumb, a documentary about the forces that shaped its
subject into a creator of pornographic
comic-books. It features a family that
even those of us who feel uncomfortable with the label would call dysfunctional. It illustrates in living color the
often negative effect• "'f family life on
children even far into adulthood. And
then there's Kids, the movie that follows a day in the life of a 15 year-old
who is so serious about deflowering 12
year-olds that it can only be called his
profession, and one of the young
women he knowingly or unknowingly
(we never quite know) infects with
AIDS.

Most people who have written
about Kids have taken issue with the
conspicuous absence of parents in the
film, but given the quandary our court
system is in about whether or not to
return adopted children to their birth
parents do we really know who our
parents are? Are they the people who
nurtured us or the people who conceived us?

This confusion surrounding the
concept of family in our popular culture is disturbing when we consider it
in relationship to the rather limited
but absolute understanding of "family
values" that groups like the Promise
Keepers and Focus on the Family promote, we discover that Family Values
are fictional. What really bothers me
about this is that there are, as with
everything else, eternal consequences.
What began as an objection to a popular T.V. program by an unpopular Vice
President has become, due to the marriage of politics with fundamentalist
Christianity, the church"s latest,
favorite way to find stability in the
midst of an ever-changing society. Put
into a Christian context, Family Values
asks us to embrace the idea of the
Kingdom of God as a family and God
as the father or head at a time and at a
place when and where the roles of
families and parents are increasingly
difficult to define.
Theologian Mary E. Hunt identified other problems inherent in the
social concept of the family, leading
her away from the idea of the family as
a model for thinking about our relationship with God and others. Noting
that "[e]veryone has friends, but by
reading contemporary theology one
would never know it," in her book
Fierce Tenderness: A Femininst Theology of
Friendship, Hunt explores friendship
"in all its theological splendor." Other
theologians hint at friendship as providing great spiritual benefit. Indeed,
the Book of Ruth promotes friendship
as a model of the Godly life as it indicates the spiritual advantages of choosing friends before family. What else
might Ruth glean from her life with
Naomi?
What Hunt says about contemporary theology can also be said about
The Cresset

contemporary film. Everyone has
friends, but by watching contemporary
films no one would ever know. There
are some notable exceptions. A River
Runs Through It, Steel Magnolias and the
recent film Smoke are three of them,
but the familial relationships between
the characters in all of the films eliminate the element of choice in friendship. Are the friendships we develop
with our family members true friendships, or does the added influence of
our family relationships enhance or
distort them? Other movies about
friendship include last year's engaging
Heavrmly Creatures, and the French classic jules and jim. These films attest to
the power of friendship, but certainly
offer us no model of the Kingdom.
The film Fried Grerm Tomatoes, however
provides us with an example of a
movie whose primary concern is showing how friendship is like a relationship with God.
Fried Grerm Tomatoes is the story of
Evelyn Couch, an unassertive, unhappy, Southern woman, and Ninny
Threadgoode, a kind octogenarian.
The two women begin a friendship
centered on Mrs. Threadgoode's memories of another set of friends, Ruth
and Idgie, who lived half a century ago
in Mrs. Threadgoode's hometown.
Ninny unfolds the story over the
course of several weekly visits with
Evelyn. In the meanwhile, Evelyn,
whose husband thinks she possesses a
"negative sense of direction," finds a
positive one. The budding friendship
revitalizes her. Interspersed between
the scenes featuring Evelyn's reawakening are scenes of Ruth and Idgie's
life together, meeting, becoming
friends, separating and re-uniting, running the Whistle Stop Cafe, and facing
separation again when Ruth's abusive
husband turns up missing and Idgie is
blamed for his murder.
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Because the two stories appear
parallel to each other on the screen,
the influence of the Ruth and Idgie
relationship on Evelyn's life is magnified. Through this interdependency
of narrative, we see that friendship,
too, can influence the generations of
the future as we realize that Evelyn's
happiness and well-being are due to
the life-lessons she learns from the
story of Ruth and Idgie. Evelyn learns
that, unlike a family that confines intimacy to a certain group of people,
friendship is open to all. As Ninny
introduces Evelyn to the world of
Whistle Stop, Idgie introduces Ruth to
a different world as well. As Evelyn's
eyes open to the possibilities life
affords her, Ruth's eyes open to the
realities she had never before imagined. When Idgie and Ruth stow away
in a boxcar loaded with food and Idgie
begins to throw it out to the poor living by the sides of the tracks, Ruth
chastises her, saying, "That food's not
yours to give." Idgie responds, 'That's
church-talk," and continues. Their
brief debate expands Ruth's definition
of "neighbor" to include even those
people who inhabit spheres unlike her
own.
This notion of befriending one's
neighbors allows Ruth and Idgie to
form a community with their Whistle
Stop at the center. The trains that
stop in their town bring transients with
names like Smokey Lonesome in to
their fold. Once in Whistle Stop these
people learn that they don't have to be
lonesome, and that they always have a
home.
But every community has people
who do not belong. The KKK is not
much admired in Whistle Stop, and
this being Alabama, neither are men
from Georgia, one of whom is the
aforementioned wife-abuser, and the
other, Curtis Smoot, the lawman deter-

mined to solve the mystery of his disappearance. Smoot's appearance in
Whistle Stop threatens the order and
beauty of the town. While the regular
patrons of the cafe eat fried green
tomatoes and barbecue, the cafe owners serve Smoot a meal no one else
could eat. When Ninny finally discloses the answers to the mystery we see
evil consuming itself in a cloud of
ignorance. It reminds us that mysteries are revealed while at the same time
invites us in on the secret. In the end
the film delivers the knowledge of
good and evil, inviting the audience to
sample it as if it were a piece of one of
Ruth's pies. We see it where Smoot
does not because we, too, are neighbors and good friends.
Like both the biblical and cinematic Ruths who find themselves without families, there are people in the
world who don't have families. There
are people in the world who find their
family lives abusive or simply unfulfilling. There are prodigals whose parents will not be throwing parties for
them when they come back. For them,
telling them to embrace Family Values
and imagine the Kingdom of God as
being like a family is like telling a
refugee to return to her homeland.
All trains lead toward it, and there is a
feast waiting for you when you arrive.
The Kingdom of Heaven is like
the scene in Fried Grerm Tomatoes when
Evelyn tells Ninny that she is "like a
gift" to her. a
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[I quote at some length] Q. So the
long-distance company takes a big hit to revenues. What will this mean for the RBOCs'
revenues and earnings?

The Tenure Problem:
OfTwoMinds
Arvid Sponberg

We're back in school, now, so
let's begin our review by considering a
pair of texts:
First, an example of the
Managerial Mind, sifted almost at random from the pages of Barron's a leading American weekly business
newspaper. The interviewer is Howard
R. Gold. He is asking questions of
Daniel Reingold, former director of
MCI Communications and now chief
telecommunications analyst for Merrill
Lynch, a large stock-brokerage firm.
(This is nice: Mr. Gold talking to Mr.
Puregold.) They are talking about the
improved chances of profitable operations by RBOCs (Regional Bell
Operating Companies, e.g.,Arneritech,
Southwest Bell) as a result of proposed
changes in Federal law that will allow
"earlier entry .. . into long-distance
service and require them to open their
local markets to competition."
Arvid Sponberg, chair of the Department
ofEnglish afVU, is perhaps too avid a
reader of the American scene and the place
of education. He writes on American theatre history.
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"A. For the RBOCs, the cost of entry
from a capital standpoint is very low about a $200 million one-time capital
expenditure for each company. The incremental revenue opportunity is huge. The longdistance market today is $35 billion, net of
access charges, which is a very big number
compared with the $90 billion local phone
industry today, and that clearly creates significant earnings. They already have brand
recognition, and they already are carrying
99% of the local customers. Their advertising and marketing expenses will probably
be significant.
"Q. Great! Now we'll see even more
commercials where phone companies accuse
each other of lying about their rates!
"A. Yes, I think there will be a lot of
confusion. We can try to quantify the impact.
If Ameritech takes 10% of the $8 billion of
long-distance revenues currently generated
out of its franchise area, that will be $800
million in gross revenues, which after
access charges yields you net revenues of
$480 million. Using a standard 45% operating cash-flow margin on net revenues, you
get $216 million of incremental pretax income,
or about 26 cents a share, which raises
earnings per share in 1998 by 6% over and
above what we had been forecasting before.
And then in 1999 there is another, slightly
smaller increment- say, another eight share
points. And in the year 2000, we add about
five share points. And then it decreases to
2% and 1% a year. So in 1998-2000 you get
some pretty big impacts on earnings.
"And remember, this is just half the
story. The other half of the positive opportunity is that elimination of rate-ofreturn regulation will enable the RBOCs to retain their
cost savings from productivity improvements
and any new revenue sources that they develop, whereas in the past much of that savings, usually 50%, had to be shared with the
consumer through a cut rate. Now it . . . can
flow to the bottom line. ["Happy Bells,"

September 4, 1995,
added.]

19-20; emphasis

Here, don't you think, we see
the Managerial Mind in full flight?
Without even comprehending all of
Mr. Reingold's terms, we easily feel his
joy as he describes reality with a few
carefully constructed measures. To
him, the phrase, "flow to the bottom
line," to select only one example, for

sheer beauty of content and form (not
to mention its pregnant contrast with
"had to be shared") probably ranks
with 'Truth is beauty; beauty truth" or
"How do I love thee, let me ~
quantify the ways."
Now let us tum our attention to
the Academic Mind. Our second text
was written just over 100 years ago, in
1894, and concluded one of the more
notorious attempts to dismiss a faculty
member from his post. RichardT. Ely
happened to be a professor of economics. Quite a few professors in that
field were chased out of universities in
those days, usually for public utterances sympathizing with labor unions
and their tactics, such as strikes and
boycotts. Contrary to what you might
expect, however, the professor's
accuser, a member of the Board of
Regents, was a fellow educator,
Wisconsin's superintendent of public
instruction. Ely's defenders among the
other Regents were largely conservative lawyers and businessmen. The
actual author of the words below was
probably the University of Wisconsin's
president, Charles Kendall Williams,
who, one historian writes, "was much
more conservative than Ely . . . [but]
happened to be fond of this young
professor and to detest the Regent
who accused him." (The Development of
Academic Freedom in the United States,
430-1) No wonder that Ely characterized the statement as "the strongest
defense of freedom of instruction that
was ever issued authoritatively from an
American University" (427) . Of late,
however, it is little remembered:
As Regents of a university with over a
hundred instructors supported by nearly two
millions of people who hold a vast diversity of
views regarding the great questions which at
present agitate the human mind, we could not
for a moment think of recommending the dismissal or even the criticism of a teacher even if
some of his opinions should, in some quarters, be regarded as visionary. Such a course
would be equivalent to saying that no pr(}fessor should teach anything which is not
accepted by everybody as true. This would
cut our curriculum down to very small proportions. We cannot for a moment believe
that knowledge has reached its final goal, or
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that the present condition of society is perfect.
We must therefore welcome from our
teachers such discussions as shall suggest
the means and prepare the way by which
knowledge may be extended, present evils be
removed and others prevented. We feel we
would be unworthy of the position we hold
if we did not believe in progress in all departments of knowledge. In all lines of academic
investigation it is of the utmost importance
that the investigator should be absolutely free to
follow the indications of truth wherever they may
lead. Whatever may be the limitations which
trammel inquiry elsewhere we believe the

great State University of Wisconsin should
~er

encourage that continual and fearless siftzng and winnowing by which alone the truth
can be found. ( 427; emphasis added)

Here, don't you think, we see the
Academic Mind soaring? Without
even comprehending all of the
Regent's terms, we easily feel their joy
as they describe reality in a few carefully construed sentences. To them, the
phrase, "the investigator should be
absolutely free to follow the indications of truth," to select only one
example, for sheer elegance of content and form (not to mention its
pregnant contrast with "limitations
which trammel inquiry") probably
ranks with "Truth is beauty; beauty
truth" or "How do I love thee, let me
count EJ:NaRt;ify the ways."
In their notable history, The
Development of Academic Freedom in the
United States, Richard Hofstadter and
Walter P. Metzger, devote 16 pages to
refuting the "thesis of cultural incompatibility ... [the view] that saw the
threat to academic freedom arising in
certain habits and values ... the busi~essman's ethos." The fullest expressiOn of this thesis Hofstadter and
Metzger found in Thorstein Veblen's
The Higher L earning in America. They
paraphrase Veblen's analysis in the following words:
. Not intentionally, but owing to
habits of thought conditioned by their
occupations, [businessmen] have foisted
on _American universities their crude, utilitari~n outl~ok; their parasitical, predatory
tacucs; their ethos of 'quietism , caution,
compromise, collusion, and chicane.'
Unwittingly they have turned what should
September 1995

have been mansions of learning into what
tend to be ordinary business establishm~nts. _l_Jnder their dominant aegis, the
umvers!Ues of the nation have adopted the
hierarchical gradation of staff common to
business management; the techniques of
salesmanship and promotion native to
competitive enterprises; and they have
reduced American professors to the status
of business hirelings. To Veblen, each of
these businesslike features acted as a subtle
restraint on the academic freedom of professors. (452)

work it out for us.
Be that as it may, Chait regains
his footing and near the end of the
article offers this summation:
Much of the contempt for tenure among
trustees and administrators ... can be
attributed to a sense that institutions with a
dire need to change programs and directions feel straitjacketed by the requirement
to meet an excessively strict American
Association of University Professors standard of financial exigency or program discontinuation before layoffs can legitimately
proceed.

Hofstadter and Metzger pretty
effectively show that Veblen's "penchant for dramatic abstraction" led
him beyond the facts; while "the shaft
of irony in Veblen's work went deep, it
also went astray." Yet, 70 years after
Veblen's book and 40 years after
Hofstadter and Metzger's, I think that
Veblen blundered into truth. There is
a "cultural incompatibility" between
the Managerial Mind and the
Academic Mind.
In an article entitled 'The Future
of Academic Tenure," (Priorities, the
journal of the Association of
Governing Boards, Spring 1995),
Richard P. Chait writes, "Academic
tenure stands on two legs: economic
security and academic freedom. Both
legs are a bit wobbly these days
because the context for the debate
about tenure is different" [2-3; emphasis Chait's].
The context may look different
to Chait because he has it wrong; academic tenure is one of the legs supporting academic freedom, not the
other way round. It's a mistake that the
Regents of the University of Wisconsin
in 1894 never would have made. This
inversion, by a professor of higher education and management and the director of the Center for Higher
Education
Governance
and
Leadership at the University of
Maryland, indicates the degree of confusion about tenure that we, his fellow
professors, have permitted in society.
If one of our own can't define the
proper relation of tenure to academic
freedom, we can hardly expect the
Daniel Reingolds of the country to

"By comparison, the ability of public
four-year colleges and comprehensive univ~rsities to act is limited by partisan politics, statute, the considerable force of
schoolteachers' unions, and the tendency
to seek uniformity within a statewide system. Research universities and elite colleges are constrained, in a peculiar sense, by
the formidable influence exercised by the faculty, marketplace signals of success in the
form of an overabundance of applications and
a ste~~ flow of philanthropy, the absence of[!.Seal cnszs, and a deeply entrenched commitment
t~ mirror the preferred paradigm of the professzon. ( 9-10; emphasis added)

I commend Chait's article. It lays
out concisely the issues from which
arise efforts to change"the preferred
paradigm of the profession." We professors ought to think more about why
many of our smart, hard-working fellow citizens feel "contempt" for academic tenure; or why they regard a
faculty's influence in a university as, in
~ny sense, peculiar. (I confess to worrymg about the strange influence of
investment bankers in business and
the bizarre ascendancy of theologians
in the church.) We must reach out to
these fellow citizens, extending the
hand of friendship to our brothers and
sisters across the cultural divide. It
won't be easy, I know. It takes a
Managerial Mind to see abundant
applications, the absence of fiscal crisis, and a steady flow of philanthropy
as "straitjacketing" the quest for the
brightest signal of success in the marketplace: layoffs.
After all, as Professor Reingold
teaches us, if you're lookin' for
"flow," there's only one place to go. 0
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Reading from
Universe to Cell and
Back Again

Avery Dulles. The Assurance of Things
Hoped For: A Theology of Christian Faith.
New York, NY: Oxford University
Press, 1994. 299pp. $35.00 cloth
There is not a more important
question for Christian theology as we
stand at the portal of the 21st century
than that of faith. Various post-modern philosophies call the very grounds
of faith into question. How, if at all, is
faith related to reason? On what epistemological foundation is faith to be
built? Is faith the imaginative construct of the human consciousness?
Or the revelation of an extra-conscious
truth? In a post-Christian age in which
an assortment of religious traditions
present a multitude of conceptual
frameworks by which reality may be
interpreted, the parameters of faith
are challenged by religious diversity.
Is Christian faith the only viable one
for human salvation?
Does
Christianity have the only truth about
God? How is Christianity related to
other religious traditions? In this individualistic and anti-authoritarian culture, the relevance of faith is doubted.
What authority does faith have? Are
30

there to be standards of orthodoxy? If
so, on what shall they be based? What
role does faith have in carrying a community into the next century? Since I
teach theology to undergraduates, I
am aware that these questions seem to
be the most prevalent on the minds of
my students as they most often arise in
class discussions.
It was with these questions in
mind that I excitedly picked up The
Assurance of Th i ngs Hoped For: A
Theology of Christian Faith by Avery
Dulles. Here was a work that was
claiming to be a theology of this most
important idea. There are a number
of works available that adequately present a historical survey of the concept
of faith as it developed through
Christian history. However, there did
not seem to be many which attempted
to deal with the topic in a systematic
and theological fashion. What is needed is a work which will reflect upon the
Scripture and Tradition in light of the
contemporary context for, among
other things, th e ology is to be
hermeneutical as it provides a framework of meaning for understanding
one's con text through the lens of
faith . What is needed is a work which
will clarify and discuss the meaning of
faith with those outside the Tradition
in some form of common discourse,
for theology is also to be apologetic.
What is needed is a work which will
take all that is new into consideration
and construct a fresh theological
vision of faith which will be relevant
for the students I have, for theology is
finally to be constructive. "Perhaps," I
thought to m yself, "this is such a
work."
Unfortun a te ly, it is not. The
Assurance of Things Hoped For falls short
of being a theology of faith on all
three counts. What Dulles does do is
provide another historical survey of
the concept of Christian faith begin-

ning with the roots in the Hebrew
Scriptures and continuing through the
middle of this century. In more than
one way, he fails to take up that which
the theologian is to d~ngage in dialogue with the contemporary context.
For example, a theology of faith which
is suitable for the Church today would
necessarily need to be in conversation
with the post-modern theology of faith
ideas which are being derived from the
epistemologies of Whitehead, Polanyi,
Wittgenstein, Voegelin, Pierce, and
Jaspers. This is not.
Instead we find Dulles using a
Thomistic template of analysis: the
nature of a thing, the object of an
action, and the grounding of the
action, to examine and report how the
notion of faith functioned in various
schools of thought throughout
Western history. This analytical template appears to be quite helpful in
making sense out of an extremely convoluted issue. It allows Dulles to discuss the conflict over faith in the
polemic of the Reformation or the
challenging of the authority of faith by
17th century rationalism in such a way
as to allow for basic comparative work
to be done. It is important to recognize that such an analytical template,
by its very use, will run the risk of artificially forcing the thoughts of others
into pre-formatted categories.
However, for the purposes of an introductory survey, the model works very
well, and will be helpful if one is looking for such an introductory historical
survey for use in the classroom.
Another helpful element of the
book for historical work is Dulles'
reducing of the various theological
and philosophical understandings of
faith into seven basic models, each
with its own blending of ideas concerning the nature, object and grounding
of faith: prepositional, transcendental,
fiducial, affective-experiential, obediThe Cresset

ential, praxis, and personalist models.
These models provide the student with
a clear and accessible way of distinguishing between the various ways the
Church has used the same word, faith.
For example, the prepositional model
is explained as understanding faith "as
an assent to revealed truths on the
authority of God the revealer" which
can be stated in declarative sentences
( 171); whereas the praxis model
understands faith to be "a subversive
memory that recalls the freedom of
Jesus and emancipates believers from
every kind of enslavement to earthly
powers" ( 178). Once again, the
method of summarizing by using these
models tends to force particular ideas
into categories where they do not
always perfectly fit. Yet, for the purpose of an introductory survey, they do
prove helpful.
There is one major weakness in
the work as an historical survey. Dulles
does not provide equal analysis and
discussion to both the Roman and
Protestant traditions, and he does not
mention Eastern Orthodox tradition
at all. An example is to be found in
the chapter on the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries, a very tumultuous
and significant time in the history of
the idea of faith. The reformers,
restricted to Luther and Calvin, are
examined and assessed in two pages.
More than fifteen pages are devoted to
the Counter-Reformation, including
the mysticism of St. John of the Cross
and Baroque scholastics, and the
impact the evangelical missions of the
Jesuits had on the notion of faith.
Such a paucity of non-Roman traditions is very disappointing in a work
which claims to be a theology of
Christian faith. All in all, a far more
suitable title for the work would have
been The Assurance of Things Hoped For:
A History ofFaith in Roman Catholicism.
Gary Mann
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Raimon Panikkar, The Cosmotheandric
Experience:
Emerging
Religious
Consciousness. Maryknoll, New York:
Orbis Books, 1993,$24.95
The author of this strikingly
titled volume is an amazing man in his
late seventies. His father was a Hindu
from India and his mother a Spanish
Catholic. Catholic priest, doctor in
the sciences, philosophy and theology,
speaker of a dozen languages and writer of books and articles in at least six
of them. Best known among his previous books is The Unknown Christ of
Hinduism: Towards an Ecumenical
Christophany, first published in 1964.
We get the flavor of his personal
journey as Scott Eastman in his introductory essay quotes Panikkar, "I 'left'
as a christian , ' found' myself as a
hindu and 'return' a buddhist, without
having ceased to be a christian." [v]
Panikkar has always been driven by the
encounter of religions and cultures
within his own personal experience;
he calls it a "multireligious experience." As we move toward the turn of
the twenty-first century, such a "multireligious experience" will not be limited to the few; it will become the
experience of many. The Hindu, the
Buddhist, the Muslim and the Jew are
becoming more familiar in our neighborhoods all the time. They are our
doctors, our attorneys our partners in
business and, literally, live next door.
If this be so, it becomes less and
less satisfactory to understand the religions of humankind as simply exclusive of each other, and becomes ever
more necessary to find a broader
frame of reference for understanding
their differences and their similarities.
In thi s encounter of religions,
Panikkar grapples with some of the
largest possible issues, "theism or atheism? karma or history? linear time or
circular time? science or religion? " [v]
He refuses to see these polarities as
ultimate conflicting visions of truth.
Instead , he sees through them and
beyond them to a unity, a unity which
stands, bo th at the beginning of all
existence and a t its culmination or
telos. He calls that unity the cosmotheandric experience.

Cosmotheandric, a strange new
word! It gathers up three Greek words
and points to the three components of
reality, cosmos, theos, and anthropos.
These three are fundamental to all
existence, Panikkar tells us. All reality
is triadic, and the recognition of this
can move us beyond both monism and
dualism. The interconnectedness of
these three dimensions of life is,
according to Panikkar, the key to
understanding the underlying unity of
religions, yes, of life itself.
The essays which appear in this
volume take us into frighteningly dangerous territories. Eastman warns us at
the beginning of his introduction,
You are invited to dance, but you have
never heard such music before, and the
dance step appears to be unusually
challenging. Will you falter, or fail to
try, or do you dare let the strange
rhythm carry you away?" [v]

The volume includes two of
Panikkar's most challenging essays, followed by an epilogue. The first essay is
titled "Colligite Fragmenta: For an
Integration of Reality." Here he discusses what he calls the "three kairological moments of consciousness," the
"Ecumenic Moment," the "Economic
Moment," and the "Catholic Moment."
It is best to catch the meaning from his
own words. He says the three kairological moments are
a) the primardial or ecumenic moment,
i.e ., that pre-reflective awareness in
which Nature, Man and the divine are
still amorphously mixed and only
vaguely differentiated; b) the humanistic
or economic moment, i.e., that historical attitude in which the discriminating
process of individualization proceeds
from the macro- to the microsphere;
and c) the catholic or cosmotheandric
moment, which would maintain the distinctions of the second moment without forfeiting the unity of the first. [54]

In the last part of this first essay,
Panikkar begins a more detailed exposition of the third moment, what he
calls the "Cosmotheandric Intuition."
The second essay is called, ''The
End of History: The Threefold
Structure
of
Human
TimeConsciousness." The progression of
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human consciousness, according to
the author, is from nonhistorical to
historical and finally to the emerging
transhistorical consciousness. In the
first, humans experience themselves in
a "divinized cosmos;" in the second,
they engage themselves in the past,
present and future of human history
itself; and in the third, they experience, both in harmony and tension,
their connectedness to all the forces of
the universe.
This is no fare for the faint-hearted. Panikkar's expositions carry us all
around the universes and back again.
We fly with him; we dance with him.
We think his vision may be closer to
the truth than we have been before,
but then we settle back and we wonder. A brilliant and challenging line
of thought.
Edgar Senne

Leonard Swidler. The Meaning of L.ife
at the Edge of the Third Millennium. New
York: Paulist Press, 1992.
With his eye on the new age represented by the approach of the new
millennium, Leonard Swidler addresses some big questions in this study.
What is the meaning of religion in
today's world, with the increasing
interaction between all the major
world religions? And what does
Christianity in particular have to offer
within the world religions for the coming new age of humanity? Swidler
takes the reader on a bold cruise
through the whole realm of religious
studies, interreligious dialogue, and
Christian constructive theology, even
throwing in dialogue with Marxism as
a bonus.
Leonard Swidler, professor of
Catholic Thought and Interreligious
Dialogue at Temple University, has
long been active in interreligious activity, especially Jewish-Christian dialogue, and he is co-founder and editor
of the Journal of Ecumenical Studies. So
one approaches the volume with high
expectations. The book turns out to
be rather mixed. Insights and challenging ideas certainly abound, offer32

ing much food for thought. But the
discussions are often so brief and simplistic as to be misleading, especially
on the Eastern religions. And the
author's views come through as
idiosyncratic in his version of
Christianity, and as rather presumptuous in his attitude toward the other
religions.
In his first main part, Swidler
breezes through an overview of the
meaning of religion, drawing selectively from the world religions with parallels and contrasts to Christianity. In
discussing the goal of religion, he
treats the reader to short descriptions
of redemption, liberation, enlightenment, nirvana, heaven, and salvation.
Dealing with views of human nature in
the religions, he offers his own "alternative" view of human nature that
comes out very much like the Golden
Rule. Looking at ultimate reality, he
compares the Semitic, Western view
with the view in each Eastern religion,
taking the reader on a quick tour
through a whole range of religious
concepts about the ultimate: God in
se, God ad extra, Christos, Logos,
Nirguna, Brahman, Saguna Brahman,
Ishvara, the Buddhist Trikaya and
Sunyata, T'ien, Tao, and even Marxist
ideas of ultimacy. Here is a whole
course on the main ideas of the world
religions-obviously presented in very
sketchy form, fitted within a rather
simplistic comparative framework.
In his second major section, on
interreligious relationships and dialogue, Swidler continues his broadsweeping approach, quickly sketching
out, for example, six (!) new views of
truth in contrast to the previously-held
view of truth as an absolute and static
statement about reality. When he gets
to the actual practice and results of
interreligious dialogue, Swidler provides some valuable information and
interpretation. For example, he shows
how dialogue partners serve as mirrors
for each other, that dialogue results in
joint action practical areas, and that
dialogue serves to stimulate the probing of new questions not addressed
before. Particularly important is
Swidler's insistence that dialogue
should lead to the building of a con-

sensus on a Global Ethos-and he
sketches out a rather detailed project
for this.
The third main part of Swidler's
work moves into his own version of
what contemporary Christianity's contribution should be to the world entering the third millennium. He sees
Christians moving away from theological "concepts" like Christ and Trinity
and negative views of humanity,
brought in later in Christian history.
Rather, Christians need to go back to
the "Source," namely, the concrete
person Jesus of Nazareth whose view of
life was positive and optimistic, who
suffused everything with his teachings
of love, personalism, and even feminism. Swidler finds the meaning of
Jesus most fully within the Hebrew
context, before Greek ideas distorted
things, so he prefers to use the Hebrew
name Yeshua in speaking of Jesus.
And he proposes that the meaning of
Christian doctrines like the Trinity and
the divinity of Jesus be reinterpreted
within the early Jewish-Christian worldview. This personal, concrete, vitalizing Source, Yeshua of Nazareth, is the
most
important
contribution
Christianity has to make to the world
of the future.
It is stimulating to move through
this vast scene under Swidler's direction. There 's never a dull moment,
and it seems most of the great ideas of
the world's religions fit in somewhere
in Swidler's scheme of things. There is
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obviously much experience behind his
suggestions about interreligious dialogue, and therefore much wisdom.
He cuts to the heart of things and provides much fodder for thought and
debate.
It is also frustrating to work
through this book. Swidler ranges
widely and draws concepts out of their
context into his own comparative
scheme-with frequent simplistic and
thus misleading results. His discussion
of ultimate reality in Hinduism, for
example, recognizes only the Advaita
views of Brahman, certainly not the
views of the theistic movements. And
he discusses Daoism as if only early
philosophical Daoism existed, totally
ignoring the whole realm of religious
Daoism in China. There are inaccuracies-Butsu is not a Chinese term, and
Confucius hardly thought of Heaven
as personal (9).
More troubling is his condescending attitude occasionally displayed, interpreting other religions
from the standard of his own version
of Christianity. He says, for example,
that participants in "popular Religion,"
with their low degree of self-awareness,
are rather like naive children. Because
of their negative view of ultimate reality, Buddhists have little interest in
ethics (this would come as a surprise
to Buddhist thinkers!) Not surprisingly, Swidler finds the "Core" of the
world's major religions to be the
Golden Rule ( 25). He believes that
Christianity and Western civilization
have brought the world to the point of
existing in a global culture and will
determine the future of humanity.
The other world religions fit in here,
as "regional cultures" sustained within
the Christian-Western global culture
(3-4) .

This is a stimulating book.
Leonard Swidler does set one thinking
and looking at things in a new way. It
is hoped that this book will lead readers into a greater interest in the interreligious dialogue of today, and thus
on to some of the other excellent,
more balanced books in this growing
area of study.
Theodore M. Ludwig
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John B. Carmen. Majesty and Meekness:
A Comparative Study of Contrast and
Harmony in the Concept of God. Grand
Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1994, 242 pp.
Keith Ward. Religion and Revelation: A
Theology of Revelation in the World's
Religions. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1994, 350 pp.
One of the greatest of challenges
for contemporary Christian theologians and philosophers of religion is to
understand Christianity in light of
other religions as well as to understand
other faiths in light of Christianity.
This challenge is not unique; the conversations of Jewish, Christian, and
Islamic theologians and philosophers
in the 11th-13th centuries are in many
respects exemplary. But the emphasis
of the academy upon objectivity, neutrality, and value-free observation and
analysis has resulted in far greater
achievements in anthropological and
historical analyses of world religions
than in self-critical but self-concious
Christian theologies of religion. But
that is changing as these two robustly
scholarly studies make clear.
John B. Carmen, former director
of the Center for the Study of World
Religions at Harvard University and
now the Parkman Professor of Divinity
at Harvard Divinity School, approaches
his comparative analysis by means of
an examination of what religious
believers say or sing about the polarities in the divine nature, for example
God's transcendence and God's immanence, or God's justice and Gods
mercy. He journeys from the eleventh
century Hinu philosopher Ramanuja
to Martin Luther and Jonathan
Edwards with wayside stops in Judaism,
Islam, and Buddhism, as well as
Christian hymnody. Carman's analysis
is careful and honest; he is never reluctant to point out striking similarities
between Christian talk about God and
Hindu, Islamic, or Buddhist talk about
the divine nature . But he does not
fabricate nor stretch the evidence to
establish common ground where little
or none exists. This is amply rich and

rewarding reading, as valuable for the
insights it provides into one's own
faith tradition as into another's.
Carman does not profess to have spoken definitely on polarities in the
divine nature, or for that matter even
to have spoken in a clear theological
voice. That is the work of a later book,
it would seem, and readers of this
book will be eager for the appearance
of Carman's next, more theologically
explicit, work.
In the meantime, Keith Ward's
Religion and Revelation will more than
suffice. Indeed, Ward's work might
serve as a model of what sensitive theologies of world religions should asppire to. Ward, Regis Professor of
Divinity at the University of Oxford has
established has established himself as a
skilled philosopher of religion in earlier works on Kant's ethical theory, the
relation of ethics and Christianity, and
the nature of God. This is not his first
philosophical examination of other
religions; in Images of Eternity ( 1987)
and A Vision to Puruse (1992) Ward also
engages in comparative studies of religion. Here, in his 1993-94 Gifford
Lectures and Selwyn Lectures Ward's
focus is upon theololgy as a discipline
and the nature of revelation, given its
normative status for theology. Ward's
attempt to understand revelation leads
to an exploration of African religion
and canonical traditions, as well as the
scriptural traditions of Judaism,
Vedanta, Buddhism, and Islam.
Ward hopes to establish that
Christian conversation with other religions, which can be fruitful for all even
when, or especially when, no one is
required to forfeit their distinctive witness. In his own development of a theory of Revelation and Scripture he
establishes incarnation as essential and
distinctive witness. Ward closes with
an examination of the tenability of
belief in revelation in light of the last
two hundred and fifty years of historical and scientific development.
Ward's book is rigorously argued. He
engages a wide range of thinkers, religious and philosophical, and establishes a demanding standard for future
studies in Christian theology or philos-
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ophy of world religions and demonstrates the benefits of philosophical
analysis for theological endeavors.

TDK

William A. Fintel and Gerry
McDermott. A Medical and Spiritual
Guide to Living with Cancer: A Complete
Handbook for Patients and Their Families.
Word Publishing. 1993, $12.99.
Sometimes things just get curiouser and curiouser. In a casual conversation back in May in Cambridge,
England, Tom Kennedy asked me if I
would be willing to do a review of a
couple of books for The Cresset. Sure.
He never mentioned the names of the
books, nor did I ask. It was a welcome
surprise when one of the books I
received for review turned out to be
co-authored by a member of my own
parish and a good personal friend, Bill
Fintel, and Gerry McDermott, another
friend who teaches at Roanoke College
just up the street from my parish. So,
will this be a perfectly objective review?
Probably not. It may, however, be a
more qualified one since I have had
occasion to pray with Bill at the bedside of a dying cancer patient and
engage Gerry in conversation when he
and Bill taught a course on the book
in our congregation.
Were it not curious enough that I
am fortunate to know the authors well,
Francis MacNutt, a man with an
extraordinary ministry of healing who
is quoted extensively in this book, is an
acquaintance of years past who made a
striking impression on me as a seminarian. So, let me begin this review by
telling you, as curious as it all is and as
unobjective as it may be, I believe that
anyone who is genuinely interested in
the healing ministry of the church and
cares about people who are in the
most desperate struggle of their lives
needs to read this book. Helping professionals are not, however, those for
whom the book was written. Rather, it
is to the cancer patient that this
unique and invaluable resource is
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addressed. The authors intend not
only or even primarily to explain the
basics of the disease but to help the
patient gain control of that disease.
First a few words about the principal people mentioned above. Bill
Fin tel is rapidly gaining a reputation as
one of the top oncologists in the country. He is well-known in this community and far beyond for his expertise as a
physician. But, he is an odd fellow for
a doctor: he offers to pray with his
patients. Moreover, he is a dedicated
Christian who genuinely struggles with
the faith. That seems to be something
of a curious combination these days.
He is one of those rare doctors who is
convinced that the spiritual dimension
of the healing process has a profound
impact on the progress of disease; at
the same time, he treats aggressively
with all the proven weapons in the
oncologist's arsenal, believing these
too are gifts from God. I've seen
Fintel in action asking questions about
blood count and prayer in the same
breath.
Gerry McDermott is an academic
who is also a believer, an unapologetic
Christian who is firmly convinced that
God actually does do things in this
world and in the lives of people. And
he, like the rest of us who do not have
all the answers, struggles to figure out
exactly what God does do and when
and how He does it. When the Bible
says that sometimes Jesus healed people, McDermott believes that he didand probably still does.
Francis MacNutt is a former
Roman Catholic priest who has had an
amazing career as a healer. One day,
he may be somewhere in South
America conducting a healing service
for 3000 people. The next day, he is
sitting with a very skeptical seminarian
over pizza and beer and responding to
the reservations with a question, "If a
person in severe emotional distress
comes to you as a pastor and you listen, care and pray for that person and
she leaves saying she feels so much better, would you say that's spiritual healing?"
"Well," this seminarian
stammers, "sure, I guess so." And,
then MacNutt: "So, why would you
limit God's healing power to the emo-

tional side of a person; if God wants to
heal, he can heal whatever he wants to,
why not the physical?" Ah ... good question.
The book is essentially divided
into two parts. Fintel does a very clear
and concise job of helping to make
sense out of the doctor-speak that confounds the healthy layperson, nevermind the cancer patient who is reeling
from a terrifying diagnosis. His
approach to explaining the nature of
cancer, what it is, what causes it, how it
spreads, and the most common kinds
of cancers and the therapies employed
in the attempt to cure them leaves one
assured that the diagnosis of cancer is
not always synonymous with a death
sentence. He also implores the patient
to take an active role in his or her own
treatment, including the choice of a
doctor. It is particularly refreshing to
hear a doctor say that a patient has
some very specific rights, including
"... the right to discontinue a test or
treatment at any time ... Since you are
the sole owner of your body, you alone
should decide whether to continue."
In this respect, the authors agree with
Bernie Siegel, who "... rightly condemns our tendency to submit passively to the tyranny of the medical
establishment [and who] champions
the right of the patient to question the
doctor's diagnosis and treatment."
Living with Cancer also deals with
the very practical matters of costs,
insurance, managed health care organizations, eligibility for Medicare and
Medicaid and a myriad of other pragmatic details that can be as worrisome
as the illness which provokes them. It
is not difficult to sense the frustration
of these care-givers as they write honestly about a system that too often has
priorities other than the patient's wellbeing. Some hospital administrators,
insurance carriers and physicians will
quite properly squirm through
Chapter 7.
Another excellent chapter, only
half-humorously entitled, "What about
Coffee Enemas?" warns of the charlatans. Maybe they titled it with a chuckle to keep from crying when they
report that $10 billion a year is spent
by desperate Americans on quackery.
The Cresset

Here is a careful approach to evaluating "alternative treatments," not all of
which are dismissed out-of-hand.
The next section of the book
tackles the tough questions, beginning
with "Why Me, God?" and the reasons
God does and does not respond when
asked to bring healing. They pull no
punches here, admitting up front that
an answer to some of the toughest
questions is: "We don't know."
However, they carefully examine both
Scripture and real life experience,
coming to some powerful and very
important conclusions. Sorry, but the
review of the biblical literature is so
essential to the conclusions that it
would be wrong to say more here; read
the book!
The remainder of this excellent
book has to do with "hoping" and
"coping." There are skills to be

learned, not the least of which is coming to terms with the essence of faith,
trusting in the God we cannot see and
so often do not understand. The
authors' honesty which characterizes
this book on every page is succinctly
summed up with a quote from Francis
MacNutt: "Healing is mysterious. The
best that man can do is to bow down
before the mystery that is God."
A last word to health-care professionals, pastors and others who care
for cancer patients: Get a couple of
copies of Living with Cancer. You'll
want to keep your own; but having
read it, you will most certainly want to
share this book with your next cancer
patient.
Dwayne J. Westennann

Notes on Poets-

Kate Moos has recently begun writing
poetry and fiction after 15 years in
broadcast journalism and news management. She lives in St. Paul,
Minnesota, with her family: girlfriend
Valerie, brother Andrew, and her
saintly dog, jack.
Walter McDonald's latest book is Where
Skies Are Not Cloudy, published by the
University fo North Texas Press.
Recently his poems have appeared in
The Atlantic, The Nation, The New York
Review of Books, The Paris Review and
Poetry.

Valparaiso University is proud of its fifty-nine year tradition of support for The
Cresset. In this academic year, articles will consider problems in current Biblical
scholarship, the New American College, contemporary artists in the border country
of Texas, Christianity and environmental concerns, literature, painting and music as
aspects of religious understanding and celebration, the Lilly issue with addresses by
Sharon Daloz Parks and Mary C. Boys-and a host of other subjects both intriguing
and surprising. Should you wish to contribute to the discussion of these topics, or
suggest the names of those who might be invited to contribute, the Editor and
Advisory Board of The Cresset welcome your suggestions. With the encouragement and support of its active, engaged and appreciative readers, The Cresset is
poised for its next decade of excellence.
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